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Using transform techniques, a time dependent study has been 
made of the evanescent wave in a waveguide or similar dispersive 
medium,
Firstly, the field created by the application of a unit step 
modulated carrier wave to an unterminated waveguide, cut-off with 
respect to the carrier frequency, has been investigated as a 
function of time and the distance from the point of application, 
The behaviour of the transverse electric and magnetic field 
components and the resulting Poynting vector has been presented 
graphically.
Secondly, the interaction of nanosecond microwave carrier 
pulses with a terminated section of cut-off waveguide was 
investigated theoretically and experimentally. This waveguide 
was cut-off with respect to the carrier frequency and was 
interposed between two identical propagating guides. Under 
certain conditions it is possible to predict reflection and 
transmission times for the pulse on interaction with the cut-off 
guide. These reflection interaction times have been correlated 
with those measured experimentally. This time dependent study 
forms an extension of the steady state microwave analogue of the 
quantum mechanical tunnel effect.
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l / Y 0 = v 0 + j  (1 -  Vq 2)2
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component which is a function of the transverse
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A wavelength
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\x permeability
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v <j /u >  = f  / fo o' c o c
n 3.14139
% CO tC
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NOTATION
T h e  f o l l o w i n g  i s  a  l i s t  o f  s y m b o l s  a n d  t h e i r  c o m m o n l y  u s e d
~9~
±
U) 0*2) angular cut-off frequency, u) = k/([ie )2c C O
4 wave function
\|/ (1,2,3) that part of the instantaneous electric field
component, which is a function of the transverse 
co-ordinates, , x^ , only 
J^[n(z,t) (1,2,3) that part of the instantaneous electric/magnetic 
,3n(z,t) field component, which is a function of the quantities 
z and t only.
V z’s) 3 - transformed function >(n(z,t)
B n (z,s) 3 n ( * , D
A 'n ( z ) ( z ^, 1 the derivative with respect to z of A (z,s)
Biv(z)^ z,s^  Bn(z,s)
a length of cut-off section
B/A reflection coefficient with
IB/Al modulus and
b(u,a) phase
b broad dimension in rectangular waveguide
1b reduced broad dimension
c/A transmission coefficient with
|C/A I modulus and
c( u) ,a) phase
c velocity of light in medium, 1 / (jae )2
Q
oq velocity of light in free space, 3*10 metres/sec
C_ cos((2n + 1)9 ) , 0 = arccos ( v ) v 1n / / ? \ o7 o
w  a n g u l a r  c a r r i e r  f r e q u e n c y
= cosh ( ( 2 n + l ) a ) ,  a -  a rc c o s h  ( v ) vq 1. 
e n e rg y  o f  p a r t i c l e  (qu a n tu m  m e ch a n ics )
In s ta n ta n e o u s  e le c t r ic / m a g n e t ic  f i e l d  v e c to r s
( 1 , 2 , 3 )  com ponents o f  th e  in s ta n ta n e o u s  e l e c t r i c  
m a g n e tic  f i e l d  v e c to r s
x p^_ n 1 11
®n ^ 1’ 0  -3 (2+ )
d e r iv a t i v e ,  w i t h  r e s p e c t  to  z ,  o f  £
H n
L a p la c e  t ra n s fo rm e d  ( w i t h  r e s p e c t  t o  s )  f i e l d
c o m p o n e n ts , =  An (z  +
n  ® n  + 1
d o m in a n t mode i n  r e c ta n g u la r  w a ve g u id e  
s -  t ra n s fo rm e d  i n i t i a l  c o n d i t io n  i n  th e  t im e  
dom a in  a t  z = o
p r o to ty p e  s ~ tra n s fo rm e d  f i e l d  com ponent
( 1 , 2 , 3 , 4 )  o th e r  s t ra n s fo rm e d  f i e l d  com ponents
f re q u e n c y
c a r r i e r  f re q u e n c y
c u t -o  f f  f r e  que n c y  ( 1 ,2 )
i n i t i a l  c o n d i t io n  i n  th e  t im e  dom ain  a t  z=o 
(n = o ,2 )  e x a c t  s o lu t io n s  f o r  th e  in s ta n ta n e o u s  
f i e l d  com ponents
( o ,2 )  a p p ro x im a te  s o lu t io n s  f o r  th e  in s ta n ta n e o u s  
f i e l d  com ponents
( 1 , 2 , 3 ) m e t r i c  c o e f f i c i e n t s
1
( ~ D 2
wavenumber, 2 rf/ X 
(1,2) cut-off wavenum.ber 
Laplace transformation 
Inverse Laplace transformation 
no rmali zed fre quency, & /u> 
saddle point frequency
instantaneous Poynting vector, referred to as the
Poynting vector
time average Poynting vector
complex angular frequency
time
reflection interaction time
transmission interaction time
potential energy function (quantum mechanics)
potential energy of barrier region
group velocity
the exponent, pT ~ <p (p)
(1,2) transverse co-ordinates
transverse co-ordinates in the rectangular system
longitudinal co-ordinate
l(t«a) unit step function 
s o for t < a
= 1 for t > a
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CHAPTER 1.
INTRO DCJ CT ION TO AND ATMS OF THE INVESTIGATION
1.1 The evanescent wave: definition and importance in the steady
state.
The evanescent electromagnetic wave or literally, the wave 
which is "dying away" has interested scientists from both an 
academic and practical point of view. At optical frequencies, an 
evanescent wave is present in the dielectric medium of lower 
refractive index when a light beam, incident in a medium of higher 
refractive index, is totally reflected at the interface of the 
two dielectric media. The amplitude of the wave in the rarer 
medium decays exponentially with distance away from the interface. 
The reflection is total since, although the rarer medium supports 
this evanescent wave, no energy is propagated into the second 
medium in the direction normal to the interface but is completely 
reflected.
An evanescent wave may also be supported in a waveguide or 
hollow metal cylinder. The presence of the metal walls necessitates 
the designation of "cut-off" frequencies, fQ. For perfectly 
conducting walls, the propagation constant, Y , of waves of 
frequency, f, is given by
Y = 2rr(f^  - f^ )2/ o where c = 1 /(jjie) 2 
For frequencies, f, greater than £ the propagation constant is 
imaginary, jp , vrhile for frequencies less than this, it
is real, cc , and the wave is evanescent. Again, the amplitude of 
this wave decays exponentially with distance from the junction 
between the propagating and "cut-off" guides.
- 1 3 -  O t t
Figure 1(15 ) illustrates diagrammatically the conditions 
producing the evanescent wave in these two cases.
The penetration of these waves into the rarer medium on total
( l )reflection was investigated in 1902 by E.E. Hallv . The experiments 
involved bringing a third medium to within a short distance of the 
first, so that the rarer medium was sandwiched between media of 
larger refractive index, A progressive wave was established in the 
third medium and the energy was no longer totally reflected at the 
first interface. This is the phenomenon of "frustrated total 
reflection". Further experiments to demonstrate this effect have 
been performed with electromagnetic waves of free space wavelengths, 
15, 3 end 1.2cms. to  1963) ^  l i g h t (3 , 1960)^
An explanation of the phenomenon can be readily arrived at, 
after the following consideration of the waveguide case. Here,
- 1 4 -  ( 1 . 1 )
the phenomenon is of practical interest since it forms the basis
,(5)
of the piston or out-off attenuator+^ and, more recently, wave-
guide band pass filters using evanescent modes have been constructed 
Interest centred on this type of attenuator since its attenuation 
characteristics could be calculated accurately from a knowledge of 
the length and of the "cut-off" guide. For an infinitely long, 
unterminated "out-off" guide, the transverse electric and magnetic 
field components, £ ^  andH^, aa?e in phase quadrature, that is,
 ^tr = exp(jwt -on:) and exp (jwt - a z)
where tQ andR are constants. Thus, the energy flow in the 
cut-off guide, given by the time average Poynting vector ( £ xfjT ) 
is zero. However, if a propagating guide is introduced at a finite 
distance along this guide, an energy flow can be detected in it.
r f
/
i i .
n = refractive index
sin(0 ) N cr = n/ n 1
Total reflection when
e -  >
Figure 1c.
^c2 ~ cu  ^ wavelengths
X°1 - Xc2
f * - f O c1 c2 /<*,)*
Total reflection when 
f01 <  f  <  f o2
S a a s J . .  C o n a t io n s . in g  th e  e v a n e s c e n t wave f o r
—16*™4 0  i 1 )
The presence of this propagating section gives rise to a reflected
wave in the cut-off section and the superposition of the incident
and reflected waves to give compound electric and magnetic fields
( 6 )leads to a non zero Poynting vector^ ;. This is shown in figure 
2(17 ). It Yd.ll be seen that the resultant magnetic and electric 
field quantities are no longer in phase quadrature and will have a 
time average Poynting vector, £ cos 0 . This quantity is constant
through the cut-off section but for a given reflection coefficient 
at the end of the section, it decays exponentially with the length 
of the section.
The analogy of the phenomenon of "frustrated total reflection"
can also be found in the quantum mechanical particle realm. Here it
is given the name "quantum mechanical tunnel effect" and is expressed
in terms of energies. If the force field acting on a particle is
zero or nearly zero everywhere except in a limited region, it is
said to comprise a potential barrier. A particle of energy, E, is
incident from the left on a potential barrier in the region z = o
to 2 = a, (see figure 3(18 )). At z = o it encounters the barrier,
which is a classically forbidden region. However, the quantum
mechanical behaviour of the partiole shows that it can penetrate the
barrier. Superposition of the incident and reflected wave functions
in the barrier region yields a finite probability of the particle
being transmitted at the other side of the barrier at z = a, This
probability decays exponentially with the distance, a. Thus, there
is a quantum mechanical possibility that the particle will penetrate
or tunnel through the potential barrier.
( 7)Huperts (/ has drawn a complete analogy between the waveguide
-17- ( 1 . D
B
AC is the "cut-off" section 
A power flow exists to the right of AB,
Figures 2a, 2b„ Practical realization of "frustrated"total
reflection using a waveguide system.
£ •} H  •v x ? x
Z , 1-t r* r
£ ,  K
incident transverse electric and 
magnetic field components, 
reflected field components, 
resultant transverse field components
2c e Time ve< 
field
Liagram of the resultant transverse
for "frustrated total reflection".
— 18* ( U )
E__o„
v(z)
V
£1
Figure 3a. Representation of the potential barrier
F ig u r e  5b ,  P i c t o r i a l  R e p r e s e n ta t io n  o f  th e  wave f u n c t io n  o f  a
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and quantum mechanical aspects of the subject and has used a
microwave experiment to demonstrate the "tunneling effect". Simply,
he has placed a short cut-off section between two sections of
propagating guide (see figure 2b( t 7 )) and measured the field
strength in traversing the cut-off section from the first to the
second propagating sections. The experiment shows quite clearly
the exponential decay of the electric field amplitude expected
( 8 )across the cut-off section. Campi and Harrison' * have used the 
rectangular barrier of figure 2a( 1 7 ) and also a hyperbolic barrier 
in their demonstration, with 3- and 6- cm, band, of the "tunnel 
effect".
1.2 The evanescent wave: the time dependent problem and aim
of this investigation
It followed naturally from these studies to pose the question 
"How long does it take the electromagnetic wave/particle to traverse 
the "cut-off" section/barrier?" In the particle case it was found 
that some importance had already been attached to the question in 
the study of thin film devices based on the tunnel effect phenomenon 
(9)j1962)^(10,1965)^ Knowledge of the electron transit times was
necessary in proposing the possible frequency limitations of the 
devices. Under these circumstances, it was felt that an answer to 
the question in the analagous waveguide case would be both interesting 
and useful. Thus, the time dependent consideration of the evanescent 
waves in waveguides f^om the basis of the investigation described 
in this thesis.
-20- (1.3)
1.3 G-eneral time dependent considerations and velocities
For an infinitely long sine wave train, a phase velocity has
been defined, which, in general, is of little physical significance.
It is the speed, v , with which a point of constant phase moves.
T
In the timing considerations of electro-magnetic waves, it
must be possible to say that a recognizable part of the wavetrain
is situated at position z = a at time t = t and that at time
t = t^ , this recognizable part is at position z = b. In differentiating
one part of the wave train from the rest, a signal has been created.
The time of travel of this signal over the distance (z, - z ) isD a
(t.fa - t ). In the making of this signal, other frequencies are 
introduced and the single frequency wave, represented by exp]( cc t -
Pz) has been replaced by the group of waves
<K3 * t ) = f(co - co^ ). exp(jcot - Yz)«
—CO
where f (tc -ou^ ) is the frequency distribution function. This has
led to a definition of group velocity and group travel time for
wave packets represented by <j>(z,t), It must be stressed that this
is strictly applicable only for wave packets comprising a limited
(1 1 )range of frequencies and for negligible distortion of the signalv , 
The method of stationary phase is used in the derivation of the 
expression for group velocity. For each position, z, there will be 
a time, t, when the wave^6f different frequencies do not interfere 
destructively. This will occur when the phase of the exponential 
has an extremum and the waves have nearly the same phase. From this 
condition, the expression (t - z dj3/dio) q o is obtained and the
-21- (1.3)
average speed of transmission or group velocity is given by
v ss dw /  dp j U) = ui .g / \ o
An energy velocity is also defined as follows
energy velocity = time average Poynting vector
average energy stored/unit volume.
If no absorption is present, the group velocity and energy 
velocity are the same.
However, it must be pointed out that for the evanescent 
wave, represented by exp/ U)Qt - ql  z) , the phase function has 
no z dependence and the simple stationaxy phase method described 
above will not yield a group travel time.
1.4 Specific time dependent considerations and the form of the 
inve s tigation.
Since the usual concepts of velocities and travel times for
propagating waves are not applicable for this evanescent wave, it
is necessary to make a more detailed investigation. There exist
(*12)several theoretical investigations' ' of the propagation of 
signals in waveguides or media with similar dispersive properties 
where the carrier frequency is not cut-off. The theoretical 
approach involves transform techniques. These were examined in 
detail for possible application to the below cut-off case. However, 
most were inapplicable since they were approximate evaluations 
using a Taylor expansion of the imaginaxy phase function.
There are some which are generally applicable to cases where 
the carrier frequency of the signal is above or below the out-off 
frequency* These investigations refer specifically to the
-22- (1.4)
propagation of a unit-step modulated carrier wave in an infinitely 
long, unt e rminate d gui de,
Chapter 2 is devoted to discussion of this in the case where 
the carrier frequency is below cut-off. The transform techniques 
used are developed in detail and it will emerge that there are two 
types of solutions for the field quantity at a given position along 
the guide: firstly, approximate evaluations valid for large values
of time and secondly, exact solutions valid for all time. These 
solutions will be used in consideration of the Poynting vector.
This work is a time dependent study of the purely evanescent wave.
It had been intended, when this investigation was envisaged, to 
include some experiments. However, while the results of Chapter 2 
are interesting from a theoretical point of view they do not lend 
themselves to practical investigation. To observe the field 
quantities at a point along the "cut-off" guide, an output coupling 
device is introduced at that point. Its introduction will produce a 
reflected wave and energy will no longer be totally reflected at the 
front surface of the cut-off guide - total reflection 'has 
been frustrated! The waveguide arrangement most amenable to 
theoretical and experimental investigation is the one in which a 
section of cut-off guide is sandwiched between sections of propagating 
guide (see fig.2 (17 )).
The theoretical side of this problem is discussed and developed 
in Chapter 3* The possibility of considering this as the time 
dependent electromagnetic analogue of the quantum mechanical tunnel 
effect will be stressed. Chapter A contains a description of the 
experimental side, which will be considered as an extension of
(7 )Hupert and Ott!s work' 7 on the time independent problem.
- 2 3 -  ( 1 . 4 )
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CHAPTER 2,
A STUDY OF THE PROPAGATION_Og_A UNIT STEP 
M O D l f f i m D J A ' W A V E G U I D E .
2.0 Introduction
The material of this chapter is limited to a study of the application
of a sudden electromagnetic disturbance to an unterminated waveguide, with
2 2 2propagation constant, y * given by y =2 & u) ji€ . Since a
plasma medium also has a propagation constant of this form, some of the 
results of this chapter are applicable to propagation in this medium, too.
The general approach to the solving of the problem by the Laplace transform 
technique is put forward. It is found necessaxy to place certain 
restrictions on the form of the initial electromagnetic disturbance and 
after this, the unit step modulated carrier wave is introduced specifically. 
For the case when the carrier frequency is below the cut-off frequency of 
the waveguide, several developments are described in detail, which lead to 
approximate and exact solutions, whose ranges of application will be given. 
Expressions are found for both the transverse electric and transverse magnetic 
fields. With these two it is possible to find the Poynting vector. This 
could prove more useful and interesting for this cut-off case than a study 
of the dispersion of the signal alone, as in the much investigated case 
above cut-off. It is hoped that this shift of emphasis makes some 
justification for the results of a theoretical investigation which cannot be 
verified experimentally. The effect of the introduction of a detector in 
the cut-off guide has been discussed in section (1.1) and will be pursued 
further in Chapters 3 and 4*
2.1 Integral transform techniques
An integral transformation, T(g(x)), replaces the function g(x) by 
its "image" G(s) in the "image" s space^ vizi-
( 2 , 1 )
T (g(x)) ba g(x) . K (x,s) . ds = G-(s)
A speoific transform is distinguished by the kernel function, K(x,s), and
the limits of integration. For example if IC(x,s) = exp(-sx), a = o,
b = co , the transform is called the right handed Laplace transform, .0 s
while for K(x,s) = exp (-jusx) and a = -co , b> = +co, it is the
Fourier transform, s = j ,
The inverse operation is defined by T~^  (G-( s)) = g(x) and in the
-1case of the inverse Laplace transformation, Jl , is given by, for x> o
g(x) = 2 it j
<T +  J CD o °
a - j oo o 0
exp(xs) . G-(s) . ds
Integral transforms are useful in that they may be used to reduce partial 
differential equations to ordinaiy differential equations or algebraic 
equations, which may be easier to solve than the original equations. The 
basic tool of this theoretical investigation is the Laplace transformation.
2.2 The Laplace transform
From equation (2.1.1) the function g(x) is expressed as a contour 
integral, the path of integration being the straight line real s = oq, 
as shown in figure 4a, ( 26 ), G-( s) is regular in the right hand side plane
(shaded region) and the choice of cq is arbitrary provided it exceeds the 
real part of each pole of G-(s) which usually lie in the left hand s plane. 
Since the image function G-(s) is an analytic function of complex variable, 
complex function theory methods may be applied. This is a further important
- 2 6 - ( 2 .2 )
Figure !+&. The complex frequency, s, plane showing the
path of integration for the integral (2.1.1).
Figure 4-h. The complex p plane (p » s / o j  ) showing
n  irr.Tr .  . —  Q  = . = .
the contour of integration for t <  . K 
or t ^  z/c) .
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property of the Laplace transformation. For instance, using Cauchy’s
theorem, different paths of integration in (2.1,1) may be used to evaluate
the integral and different properties of the function, g(x), may be found,
for example, its asymptotic behaviour,
2,3 Laplace transform techniques applied to Maxwell1s equations.
Maxwell’s equations, for the propagation of electromagnetic waves in 
waveguide, which isAdissipationless and infinite in the longitudinal 
direction are as follows:-
V A £  + p(dfl/0t) =: o \/ * L 55 0
V a H  „ eCat/dt) = 0  V - t l  = 0
The time dependence can be transformed out of the field equations by 
the Laplace transform. Since \7 involves space co-ordinatee only and is 
independent of time, Maxwell’s equations become 
'\/AE + s|i H = p-R x2, 2 , \/* E
V A H - seE = -£■£ (x^ x2> z , t)t=o 9V *  H
= o
CT o
where E = ^(t)  ^ =
->(X)
£ „ exp(-st).dt.
o
and similarly for H and ~K. The quantities 'R.(x^ , x^? and
£ (x^ , Xg^  2 represent the initial spatial distribution of the
magnetic and electric fields at t =0 and s is the complex frequency*
The vectors, £ = £ (x^, x^, 2 *t) and "H s H. (x^, x^, z ,t) are 
the instantaneous electric and magnetic field vectors. These may be 
rewritten as
£ n  = ( f e  x 2 ^ n  ( z ’ *)
I =: 0 ( x., x0) 3n n v 1? 2' ^  n
where t|r , are functions of the indicated variables only andJ01L XX XX XX
n  = 1 ,  2 ,  3 .  
"H = (x., , « (a,t)
-28- (2.3)
£ ,H  are the components along the co-ordinate axes of £ and"H. Thus,
^ £n = En = + 1’ x2^  An *-z,S  ^ and
•£fl = H = 0  (x., x_) B (z,s).n n n ' 19 2y n ' * '
With a further transformation with respect to the longitudinal
co-ordinate, z, and introduction of the transformed boundary conditions,
the system of transverse magnetic and transverse electric waves is found
for propagation along the positive direction of the z axis. This has
been extensively treated by Cerrillo^ and his results are summarized in
Appendix A,
If geometric factors and other constants are omitted and only those
parts which are functions of the complex frequency, s, are retained, a
prototype transformed field vector can be considered of the form
F (s) = F(s) . exp (~ z(s2 + U)f)2/o) .......(2.3*1)o c
where F(s) is the Laplace transformed boundary condition in the time 
domain at z = o. The form of the other components in Appendix A may be 
simply reduced to
F.] = Fq(s) A  F, = sFo(s) .......(2.3.2)
F. = sF (s)A F. = F (s)K
J o  A o
where K - )2.N c 7
There remains the inversion from the s domain into the time
domain, involving integrals of the form
r ° o +  < 3 °°
Fn(s) * eS^  . ds
Since the expression (2.3.1) may be used to describe the s-transformed 
transverse component of a plane wave propagating in a semi infinite, 
lossless plasma the main effort will be concentrated on its inversion, but 
where possible, inversion of the others in (2,3*2) will be included.
-29- (2.4)
2.4 Restrictions on the s transformed initial conditions in the time domain.
1 )Cerrillo found, in his vexy detailed examination of transient 
phenomena in waveguides that the vectors in the time domain, Z andtin> 
transformed from the and H in the s domain were not, in general, 
electro magnetic. It proved nece&saxy to impose restrictions on the 
transformed vectors £ , 14. at time, t = z /c to satisfy Maxwell* s
equations identically. These, in turn, led to restrictions on the
s tanalytical form of (o,s), (o,s), B^(o,s) and B ^ z^(o,s). AJEhis
reasoning is given briefly in Appendix B. This ^results, which are listed
below, should be well noted as they are important.
I. If the axial component of the field vectors, £, at z = o3
for T„H, fields (ox* ft at z ~ o for T.E, fields) are given respectively 
as initial conditions, these latter must be such that, as s tends to 
infinity, ^
E 3 (o,s) or its equivalent A^(o,s) for T.H. fields 
or (o,s) or its equivalent B^(o,s) for T.E„ fields 
must behave as M/s^ where 3>M ~ constant.
II. If the space derivatives with respect to z of the axial components
of the field vectors
£^(z) at z = o for T.H. fields
ior fi^ ( z ) at z =2 o for T.E. fields are respectively given as 
initial conditions their corresponding transforms must be such that as s
tends to infinity
* »
E 3(z)(° ?s) or its equivalent A ^ ^  (o,a>:.for T.H. fields
or H ^ z  ^* (o,s) or its equivalent B.^^,(o,s) for T.Ew fields 
must behave as N/s^ where Y ^  2, N = constant.
III. If z ^(o,s) or B^(o,s) are respectively given as initial
- 3 0 - ( 2 . 4 )
conditions in the &: domain, it is equivalent to giving the transverse 
electric component or the transverse magnetic component at z - o.
It was pointed out previously that where possible some of the 
results for the waveguide problem would be extended to the propagation 
of a plane wave in a plasma. Bearing in mind that these are transverse 
waves, conditions II and III will be stressed at the expense of condition 
I. This is merely to widen the scope of this investigation,
2.5 Typical initial time conditions and their s - transforms.
If the initial time condition is f(t) = l(t) sin(u)Qt), that is,a
Q gsuddenly switched on sine wave, its transform is F(s) = u>o/(s + (xjQ )
p  , O  Owhile f(t) =: 1 (t) (1 - cos t)) has the transform /s(s + u)Q ).
l(t) is the unit step function, l(t) = o for t < o
= 1 for t > o.
These s transforms comply with condition II in the above section so it is 
possible to proceed with the inversion of the various Fn(o,s) (equations 
(2,3.1) and (2,3.2)) to obtain the field components,
2.6 The use of tabulated inversion integrals and the convolution theorem,
Tables of Laplace transforms are of very little use. Only a few
inversion integrals with irrational exponents are listed and these oannot
16 16be used directly even in the simplest case. Knop and Poincelot , with a
suitable expansion of the input function, consisting of the unit step
modulated carrier wave, have been able to use an existing transform pair. 
Their success lies in expanding the input function in a convergent series 
of Bessel functions of argument ( u) t) of variable order, thusQ
CO
sin ( to o*) = 2 (-1)nCn .J2n + 1 K + ( 2 . 6 . 1 )
n=r°
where C
=s cosh- (2n + i)a. a = arc codi .( /U) ), u> ^  u) ,
' 0/ c 7 o c
- 3 1 -
The in v e r s e  t r a n s fo r m a t io n  becomes
( 2 . 6)
(1 7 )  *This inversion integral is tabulated ' and the final solution is
< x > 2n+1
f(Z,t) = 1 ( W o ) . 2 £ ( - l ) n cn 2 J2n+1 («o(t2-27 o2)7
n=o
» o 9 0 o (2* 6 . 2 )
Case and Haskell' } have since shown that this series may be rewritten 
as the sum of two Lonnel functions, which have been tabulated for
to > U )  .  o c
An important theorem relating to the Laplace Transform is the
convolution theorem., which states that
p t
? ( s ) . g( s ) = £ (  f ( \ )  . g ( t - \ ) . a
J q
v/here
—Jg(b) and- f(t) are of exponential order at t s=oo* This theorem will
now be applied to the function PQ(s) of equation (2.3.1) following a
(1 3 )method suggested by Doetsch' 7.
(19)Using the relation' 7
R . V2 \ ? \ v  / >_ 2 _ 2 \21 exp ((-a + b )2).(b/a + (a2 + b2)2)v/ (a2 + b2)
- 3 2 - ( 2 . 6 )
O ±exp (-ax) (b (x - 1)2) dx
real v > - 1
it can be proved that 
2 2exp (~z(s + co )2/c) - exp (-zs/o)c
where "t = ct/z
However, the last right hand side term is the Laplace transform, Gr(s), of 
the function
v
g(t) ss o for o<^<1
= - 1)= for t > 1.
The complete expression of (2.3.1) becomes
p a i
F(s).exp(-z(s + co )2/c) = F(s)o exp (-zs/c)c
- («>oz/e).ff(s). Z,(g(t))
and so :.f (z,t) =£.*"”* I’(s) esp(-z (s2 + u>2)2/o)
0 /
= Z,"1F (s)  . exp(—z s / c )  -  ( uj z/ o) £ “ 1 (3?(s)G (s) )V
(1 3)Using the shift theorem ' J7 on the first right hand side term and the 
convolution theorem on the second term, the prototype field vector becomes
- 3 3 - ( 2 . 6 )
f(z,t) = f(o,t-z/c) - 
Q o
00 zc f(t-x)
/z/c
J 1 (w0 ( x 2 -  ( z / o ) 2 ) 2 )a x  
( x 2 -  ( z / c ) 2 ) ?
. . 0 0 . 0 0 0 .
where X is the variable of integration.
(2<> 6*3 )
( 2c) (2 1 )Some authors' /5' 7 have evaluated this expression numerically for the
input function f(o,t) = l(t) sin (WQt) although it is possible to obtain
the analytical solution of equation (2.6.3) by the following method.
Using the substitutions y =: u> (X - z/c), T = a) (t -z/c) and LommeBsc c
expansion
( x  +  h ) _V //2  J y  ( x  + h ) 2 .  XV//2
J  ( x 2 ) 
v+m 7
m=o
the integral of equation (2.6.3) becomes
T
co z  o
o <o x  
O  J 1 v+m
m = o
With the expression (2.6.1) for the input? function, the general expression
- 3 4 - ( 2 . 6 )
f o r  th e  i n t e g r a l  becom es
oo  00
K  2/0 ( - 1 ) n k l L  (o)oz / c ) m
T
8=50.
-1
•J n+1 ( Y ) . a . Y
Use of the tabulated convolution integral, ( 22)
.a
x 1 ^(x) • Jv (a-x). dx = J + v (a)A
for realji>o and realv>-1.
and the substitution m + 1 = r gives
06
cn ( - i ) n l
n = o
(o)0z/°)r(-1 )r
r  ss o
Use of the series• (23)1 Q <3
2n+1+r<*) -
. 00. 00 ( 2 . 6 o 4 )
j v (%*.) = \ v h M L J  (-Z-) 
v + r v 7
r = o
2 2 p i 1 "with the substitutions \-0- = uj (t ~ z / c ) 2 andc
-a- ss u) (t -2/ c) reduces equation (2.6.4) to c
- 3 5 - ( 2 .6 )
2n +1
= o
The complete solution of (2.6.3) becomes
t e , t )  = \  g ( - i ) n  
° /  n ft+z/c)
2n+1
t».z/Q)
since
00
f(0, t - z / c ) ( - 1)n Cn.J2n+1 (coo(t-z/o))
H s  0
This is the solution contained in equation (2.6.2),
The extension of these methods to the other components-, F^ contained in 
equation (2.3.2) is restricted by the small number of suitable tabulated 
transforms and convolution integrals. It was necessaxy to make recourse 
to another method, which will be described in detail in the following 
sections.
2,7 Direct evaluation of the inversion integral in the complex frequency«rg»-rntv.-ti-j-gra.-r-.r.ynrtar.-TaE—'.i m , jk »a>a«»8apt ,1 w agg*«a*sflgagsga»3aiBfca
I
plane for o<t<z/c.
Making the substitutions p = s/u), “k a z u) /c and x a to t,
o o g
th e  in v e r s io n  i n t e g r a l ,  becomes
-36- ( 2 . 7 )
f(x,k )
00o _
2irj
v
cr'Q +  joo
F (p ) .8 x p (p - r k ( p 2+ i ) 2 ) .  ap . .  ( 2 . 7 . 1 )
cr -  jco o
It can be shown that for x<K (that is, t< z /c)
f ( I , K ) ss o. This can be done by closing the contour of the above 
integral with a semicircle of infinite radius on the right hand side of the 
path see fig, 4b(26). Cauchy1s theorem states that if f(f|) is analytic 
inside and on the closed contour
0 f(7])#dY} = 0 then 0 ss
oABC v
B
A
a  0
It can be shown, using one of the theorems of the infinite semi-circle that
rB
= 0 so that = 0 or f(t,/<) a 0 for x<k
■“'ABC °  A
This can be interpreted as meaning that, at a cross-section, distant z from
the origin, no perturbation arrives for values of the time, t<z/c, The
interval o^t<z/c has been called the silence zone,
2,8 Direct evaluation of the inversion integral in the complex frequency 
plane for t> z/c*
For values of t> z/c, the contour is closed in the left hand plane.
Here, poles of F(p) may be present and because of the radical in the exponent,
there are branch points at p = + j. The p plane is a Riemann surface
composed of two sheets connected by a branch cut. On this Riemann manifold,
2 —the function (p + 1)2 is analytic. In order that F(p) be analytic in 
and on the contour, indentations are made to exclude the poles of F(p) 
from it. Figure 5^(37) represents a typical contour for a transform whose
- 3 7 - ( 2 ,8 )
©
0 — - 0
(4)
i > z / o ) •
Path on first Riemann sheet
Path on second Riemann 
sheet
Branch point 
Branch cut
Pole
S , S_ saddle points (p = p )I c. S
A^  9 A^ Cross-over points on the branch 
cut from first to second Riemann 
sheet,
F ig u r e  5b P a th  o f  i n t e g r a t i o n  th ro u g h  th e  s a d d le  p o in ts
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singularities are shown. When R->oo, the semi-circle contributes nothing 
to the integral. Integration along connecting channels without branch 
cuts is zero. Thus, the integral reduces to integration around the 
singularities and along the branch cuts,
2,9 Saddle point method of integration, t>z/c, asymptotic solution,
pi
Pearson has considered direct evaluation of the inversion integral
in the analogous case of sound waves in metal tubes using a saddle point
25method of integration. Cerrillo has shown how integrals of the form
i l )
1
2ilj F(p) . exp (W(p,t ))„ dp
V
Jlwhere W(p, I ) = px - <j£>(p) and F(p) is supposed to be free from terms 
of exponential behaviour, .may be evaluated by the saddle point method or 
method of steepest descents^^. Essentially, the contour for this 
integral is limited to one in which the main contribution to the integral 
is from a small region in the vicinity of the saddle point and the rest 
of the contour does not contribute significantly to the integral. Saddle 
points are defined as the solutions of dW / dp = o. The application
i ** \ |of the method requires that W (pa?l ) is sufficiently large in the
vicinity of the saddle point. The function W(p, x ) can be expressed 
approximately as
= w (pgJ T ) + (p - Ps)2 . W (ps, x ) /  2
and the integral reduced to
1
2TXJ F(p) . exp(W*(p, t ) ) dp
w h ich  i s  f i n a l l y  fo u n d  i n  th e  fo rm
I ]Since it was required that W (p /C ) is large, this series shouldI g
converge quickly and for very large values, the series reduces simply to
i i  «i
f * ( T ) «  exp(W (ps,r)). I(ps)/  (2 n W ( p ^ t ))1 ......(2.9.
2 1For the waveguide application, W(p,r) = pT - & (p + 1)2 and
the saddle points are given by p = / (1 - (K /Tj )2
and |lff"(pg,T)| = «((t:/k }Z - 1 y
For fixed K (that is, at a particular point, z ) when T = K,
p =s + joo* When T^oo , p = + j. Therefore, the saddle points ** s *“a
corresponding to the positive root above moves along the imaginary p axis 
from +joo to +j as the time increased from t = z/c to t =03 and 
The paths in the p plane for which the Imaginary part of W(p,t:) is 
constant and equal to the value at the saddle point are illustrated in
fig, 5b (37)* The contribution to the integral from the saddle points
/ ( o 2 2 / 2w Q)(p + u> /a) ) (see section (2.5)) is given by
± -40- (2.9)
+ exP ( j  ( 1 "  (kA )2)2 + jn-A) . (1 -  («A/)
( a r r + O  -  ( K A ) 2) V 2 ) i  ((<o0A o ) 2 ( 1 ~ ( k/ 4 2H )
and substituting for t and /< this reduces to
1 1 
f (z,t) = (2w c/rrz co2)2 * cos (o)nst(l-(z/ct)2)2 + or/i+ )
0  CJ O Q
. ( ( C t / z j 2- 1 ) * / ( ( c t / z ) 2 ( 1 -(«oo/ » o ) 2 )-1  )
oooooooo ( 2 o 9*3)
which is the result obtained by Haskell and Case2*^ in their consideration 
of transient signal propagation in lossless, isotropic plasma media and a
pisimilar result to that obtained by Pearson . It will be stressed again 
that this saddle point method of evaluating the inversion integral is
U japplicable only when |W (p ) | is large. For the approximation to 
be valid for times near the wavefront defined by z/ct = 1, then
K (= z to /c) must be sufficiently large to make |w (p ,'t )| large.MrQ r ' v 1 ' '*'8
On the other hand, for smaller values of K , the approximation will be
valid for comparatively large values of T , that is5 for times much
greater than that given by t « z / c .
The extension to the other components of equation (2.3*2) may be
2 —accomplished by replacing the function F (p) = F(p) ,exp(-/<(p + 1)2 «
F(p).eDq) (T0 (p)) equation (2,9*1) by the appropriate function,
Fn(p)» This saddle point evaluation is almost entirely dependent on the
behaviour of the exponential factor, the multiplying factor F(p) appearing
in the output solution again in the form of a multiplying factor, F(p ) to ^ s» JLthe factor, exp (W(p ,x)) / (2ttW (p ,X ))2? Since the function F (s)s / s '  n
are obtained from ^^(s) by multiplying by the appropriate powers of s and
2 2 ~K( = s + )2, the output functions corresponding to them are also
obtained by multiplying the output function of equation (2*9*2) by the
appropriate values of p and K(p ) (p = s/to ),s s c
However, the solution contained in equation (2*9*3) is not the
complete solution to the problem since it will be noted that the path
2 -in the p plane for which Im (px (p + 1)2) ~ constant = (value at
the saddle point) also , cuts the imaginary axis at points and Ag* Thus, 
$,s the saddle points, and move in from infinity towards + j, so
A, and A get nearer to + j. Thus, for v = co /to <1, the poles willi (L ^  o o o
be enclosed when p ^ ±  j VQ. The points A^   ^are n°b saddle points
bub the points where the contour recuts the imaginary p axis and also
crosses from one Riemann surface to another, and p ^  = 1 /p •
The contour must be indented now to exclude these singularities and 
2 2 2 2for F(p) =s(u) / w  ^/(p + to /lo 0 ) residues of the two poles make a
contribution
0 /2J). 1(t - z'(l-(o2/«,2 3/ft.
.(exp(jo)ot ~ z  (w2 _ w2)2/0) - exp (-j»ot - z (<o2-<o2)2/o)) ...... (2.9.4)
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Thus, the complete solution is the sum of the solutions contained in 
equations (2 * 9 * 3 )  and ( 2 .9 * 4 ) *
This evaluation of the inversion integral excludes the output 
solution for times only slightly greater than the wavefront arrival time? 
2/00 In the next section, this omission will be remedied*
2*10. Evaluation of the inversion integral for small values , of (,t —  z/c) *, 
A method for evaluating the inversion integral for these values of
/ pg)tfme, t, has been presented by Sommerfeld 7 and later used by Haskell 
(2 7 )  "and Case also' . It is reproduced briefly below.
- 4 2 -  ( 2 .1 0 )  
If the irrational part of the exponent of the integral in 
equation (2,7.1) is expanded in powers of (i/p ) and only terms 
up to the first order retained, the integral becomes
+- yea
( d)0 /  2 i r  j ) exp(p(c -k) - i^ /2p).F(p).ap 
F  4- j® ( 2 . 1 0 . 1 )
For the unit step modulated carrier wave, 
2 / 2  2 / 2>F. (p) a w 0/h)0 (p +Cd0/tOc) and assuming that |p|^ > oj^ yLi^ this 
becomes F (p) VQy/u)oP where Vq a ix)Q/ (x)Q. For this input, a 
high frequency expansion of the expressions for the various 
components contained in equations (2,3*1) and (2,3.2) yields 
multiplying factors for the exponential which are functions of 
inverse powers of p. Thus the above integral (2,10,1) becomes
(constant/ 2jtr)
U
0 + ,ic»/A V
exp(p(T -A) -k/2p).dp//sm, 
0 + j<*>
By making suitable substitutions and deforming the path of integration 
in the p plane into a circle of large radius (p will be vexy large on 
this circle) it is possible to reduce this integral to an important 
integral representation of a Bessel function, .For n= o, the output 
solution is, for small values of (t -z/ c),
(z ,t) =(wo/'ujo^ ( 2z(t ~z/o)/c) 2.J1(wo(2z( t-z/o)/e)s!)
 ( 2 . 1 0 . 2 )
Soramerfel<i2^raised an interesting point, which is applicable to 
solution (2.10,2.) too. From this equation the period of the initial 
forerunner is given approximately by the first root of the Bessel
-43- (2.10)
function, J^(b), which is approximately b«svr. Thus, the initial
period, 2(1 - zfe ), is given by 
2t a fr c , which is independent of the carrier frequencya  _ _ _
0) z c
of the input but dependent on the cut-off frequency, u}Q, and the
distance, z , travelled in the dispersive medium.
2011 Evaluation of the approximate solutions obtained this far
and_thp._ne e 4 •
At this point, it is advantageous to enumerate the solutions 
found in the proceeding sections. Solutions for large values of 
z or ct/z (that is,/< or t/ k ) may be found through equation (2.9*2) 
and specifically for the unit step modulated carrier wave input, the 
output, f ( z, t ) , of equations (2.9*3) and (2.9*4) are given.
For very small values of (t - z/c) the output solution for the 
same input function is given in equation (2.10.2).
Unless z is very large, the ranges of application of these 
two output solutions will not overlap and the solution is incomplete. 
A solution valid for all values of z and t is needed and this is 
found in subsequent sections. The solutions will not be as general 
as the approximate solutions in that a particular pair of components, 
F , will be considered with an input function of the unit step 
modulated carrier wave.
2,12 Exact evaluation of the inversion integral in the complex
for values of time,T > z 7T T
( 30) (29)Ruomowicz' 7 and Wait and Spies' 7 have used a different
contour in the complex frequency plane, namely, one on which the
exponent of the inversion integral remains imaginaiy. They have
considered in detail the propagation of a unit step modulated
carrier wave whose carrier frequency is above the cut-off frequency
—4 4 — ( 2  o12)
of the waveguide and have obtained an exact solution to the problem . 
However, the contour may be used for the below cut-off case and this 
is presented in this section. It is necessary to describe the input 
function specifically at the beginning of this analysis and this is
f(t) ~ l(t) sin( coQt) (2*12.1)
which has the image function
H v )  = (v0/u>c) / ( p 2 + v02) Vo= 0Jo/ w o ' ....... (2.12.2)
in the complex frequency space, p.
To be able to make Poynting vector calculations later, a pair of 
transverse components, the electric and magnetic fields, must be known. 
With this in mind, the transformed components
R0 = E(p).exp (- k(p2 + 1)2) ....... (2.12.3)
2 ±and F2 a p FQ(p)/ (p + 1)2 .,, e,.. (2.12.4)
have been chosen. Brief examination of the wave components in Appendix
(1 4 )A (from Cerrillo' 7) shows that, if F(p) is the p transformed (p = s/u) )o
initial condition in the time domain at z = 0 of the transverse electric
field (equivalent to A^ (o,s) for T.H, waves) or the transverse magnetic
field (equivalent to B^ (o,s) for T.E. waves) then, firstly the
inversion integral corresponding to 3? (p) (equation (2.12,3) represents 
the output transverse electric/magnetic field and secondly, that 
corresponding to F/p) (equation (2.12.4)) represents the output 
transverse magnetic/electric field. It can be checked easily that the 
transformed initial condition, F(p), complies with the restriction II 
and III of section (2.4).
For plane waves propagating in a plasma F (p) may be taken to 
represent the transverse magnetic field and F^(p) the transverse 
electric field (since their ratio, the wave impedance equals the
-4 5 - (2 .1 2 )
2 \ratio y /pyL where y = (p + 1)2/c). Thus, the results of this 
section will apply to the plasma propagation. Attention will be 
drawn to this point at a later appropriate time.
The inversion integral for F (p) is
CfQ+  joo
f  ( k , x ) = ( l / 2 r r j ) 2
p ±  d p .v  
exp(pT-ic(p +1)2)
‘Oc©
00000900 (2.12.5)
/  2 ~Making the substitution p = ( - j cosljM- psin\|/)/(l - g )2
where o ^  V  ^  2 -k/T , the exponent,
p JL 0 1W = pt — k (p + 1)2 becomes -jx(l ~g )2 oosy which is always
imaginary. The path of integration is illustrated in figure 6(46)
The integral may be reduced to 
2ir
~ ( 1/ 2 i r j )
2 1
exp (-%rc(l-g )2. cost)
£ ( £  - 1 ) ( 1  + Yq )* h t
rQ( 3 - r f ( 3 - V r 2)
where dp = dy . (£-1 /?)/2, %= exp(j^ )((1 + g)/( 1
and y
2 +
V y .
v0 i  J C  -  v V
. ( 2 . 1 2 , 6
8 ) )
for v < 1 or co < co o o c
The integral (2* 12.6) may be expanded into the
sum of two integral, I- and where
-  2 it  1 ^
2 'ir j
exp (W ) • dt* YQ£
t e 2-*-2 )0
1
& rj
2 tt
e x p (w )» d t« ^
y 0Cs 2- i/y 2)
vy
-*46* ( 2 ,1 2 )
The foci of the ellipse are + j
When z/ct <5- 1, the ellipse degenerates
into the straight line between + j
Pigure 6. Elliptical contour of integration in the
complex p plane, along which the exponent of
-4 7 - ( 2 .1 2 )
2 2 —1Using a Taylor expansion for the factors (  ^ - y )~ and
Qp p
( | - 1 / V  • )~ in 1^ and 1^ since |£j >|Y0| t >  z/oj bhe
integral become
I., = (3/Zt r )
( j / 2 i r )
2rr
exp(w). di|/. (y/S) (1 + (yo/5) 2+ ( y / s A  .... )
C O
“i/
n=o
\2 tt
exp (W) o dijr o (y q/£)2n+1
I 2 = ( j / 2 t r ) l
n=o
■£tr
exp (W)o chjr. (1/£y0)2n+1
Since g = exp (ji|r) „ ((! + /?)/ (1 - £))z
n 2rr
v
*^ 1 + ^2 ~ ^ / R,rr^  / n=o
•(Yq/y) 211+1 oCb|f
a  2 t t
+ (4/2ir) 2 .
n=o
p - A .
exp (-j^ (i-/3 )2. oos(\|r) - #  (2n+l))
• ^ / ( y y 0 )
2n+1
where ^  = ( ( 1  +  g ) / ( l „ g ) ) ^
Using the integral representation of the Bessel function' J ? 
r> 2tt
exp (-jz cos 0 - jn0) jn,d0
- 4 6 “  ( 2 . 1 2 )
( 29)
Jn( 4  = ( 1 / 2 tt)
than r j 
1 +
n=o
n=o
0 0
- i -2n-1 T / /. -2n-1 / 2n+1 -2n-1 \J2n+1 ( < 1-Tg ) )* y (y0 + r0 )
Th= O
After substitution for t , g_ , Y ? the final expression for the 
output becomes
CO
f 0 ( z , t ) ~ 2 z l  J 2n+1 (co0 t ( 1~ ( z/ o t ) 2 ) 2 ) 6 cn '
n=o
,((t-z/c)/(t +z/c))<'2n+1
0 0 0 9 0 ( 2 . 1 2 . 7 )
where C „ =  oos((2n + l ) 9 ) and cos 0 = v = co /w .n 0 0  0
This expression is the same as that contained in (2*6*2). Whereas 
it was not possible to proceed with the inversion of other components
- 4 9 -  ( 2 .1 2 )  
in section (2.6) it is possible here. The inversion integral is
f p  ( k , x ) = ( 1 / 2  q r j) exp (pT-ft(p +i)2)0dp.
•P«v0/(p2 + V2).(p2+1)2)
0 0 0 0 o o o ( 2 . 1 2 . 8 )
Using the previous substitutions of this section,
p /  (p2 + 1)2 = (,g + - V I ) and
( 1/ 2 i r j )
2W g (C 2- 1 ) ( l +Y2 )
exp(W)
U
y / 5 2t 2)(S2-Vy2)
o
(S 1  V g )  
(e - V e )
d\j/
<yir
( 1 /  2nrj )
V
>xp(w) .  (g
2  ( g - V c y *
.( 2.12.9}
o.(1/(^ -yo)(^-1/yo)-V(^+Y0)(^+1/yo) )•#
I t  can be shown t h a t
T h u s ,  t h e  i n t e g r a l  becom es 
2tt
e xp (iT ) . v Q . g . (1 / (5 - Y 0 ) (5 - 1 / y 0)+ l/ (« H Y 0 ) ( 6 t l / f 0 ) )
w h ich  c a n  b e  r e a r r a n g e d  t h u s  
a 2rr
exp(Y ir).v0 . ( - Y +2 g / ( l - Y 2 ) ( g 2^ )  +
+ 2 g / ( i - Y 2 ) ( s 2- V v 2 ) )*  #
U s in g  t h e  T a y l o r  e x p a n s io n  f o r  t h e  f a c t o r s
/**2 2\~1 » 2 . / 2\*“1 
( £  ~ Y 0 ) and  ( g  ~  V Y 0 ) a g a i n ,
Use of the expression, g = e x p ( j ).((l+g)/(l- (3))2 
and the integral representation of the Bessel function 
again leads to the following expression for f (^ k 9X ).
v c°.o
- 5 1 -  ( 2 . 1 2 )
(1-0 '0  Z_ J 2n+ 1 1 ( (YY0 ) ' 2n_1- ( Yq/ y ) 2n+1)
o ' Ji-o
where *x = u> t, J3 = z /  ct, and c
Y = ( ( 1 +  g ) / ( l  -  g ) V
The final expression for the output becomes
(co /oo )
f 2 ( z +  ) = 2— - J  (co t ( l - ( z / c t ) 2 ) 2 ) 0 D
n = o ( l - ( t o o/coo ) ) 2
. ((t - z/c)/(t + z/c))(2n+1 )/2
0 0 0 9 0 0 0 ( 2 . 1 2 . 1 0 )
where D = sin. ((2n + 1) 0) and oos 0 = v = w /'to .n v o o  c
2.13 The complete solution for the transverse electric and 
magnetic fields.
The output solutions for a pair of transformed components, 3? ,
have been found - equations (2.12.7) and (2.12,10). However, these
are not the complete solutions for the transverse eleotric and
magnetic fields since, for the sake of compactness, all factors not
involving the complex frequency were omitted. The solutions will now
The above analysis has been confined to the situation in which 
the transverse component is given as an initial condition in the time 
domain at 2 = o, Therefore, using the expressions on pages A2/and 
M- * - - contained in Appendix A and the output functions
f0(«,t) and f2(a,t) of section (2.12), the output solutions for the 
transverse wlectric and magnetic fields are respectively:
For T0H. Waves
~ 5 2 ’~ (2.13)
bw w r i t t e n  i n  f u l l .
t  ( B, t )
Z
2
...(2.13*1)
ce -f9(z,t)
2
For ToE. Waves
- 5 3 - ( 2 . 1 3 )
F o r  p l a n e  w aves i n  a  p la s m a
H r  H . ?  ( z , t ) ,  £.  •* H . f 0 ( z - t )  p.. ci 1 0 Q  ' 2 1o 2 ' j o
The e x a c t  s o l u t i o n s ,  f Q( z , t )  a n d  ( z , t )  o f  e q u a t i o n s  ( 2 .9 * 7 )  an d
( 2 . 9 * 0 ) may b e  u s e d  i n  e q u a t i o n  ( 2 . 1 3 *1) .
2 3/2
F o r  l a r g e  K ( ( ! / / < }  -  1) * t h e r e  i s  t h e  a p p ro x im a te  o u t p u t
s o l u t i o n  o f  e q u a t i o n  ( 2 ,9 * 3 )  a n d  ( 2 .9 * 4 )  > t h u s
2oo c \ 2 c o s  (a) t  ( l - ( z / c t ) 2 ) 2 + i r / 4 ) «  ( ( c t / z ) 2 — 1 ) 4
f* (z,t) =[ - 2 -  »
Trzo)o j  ( ( c t / z Y  (1 -  (wo/o>0 )^ )  -  1)
+ sin((oot)„exp (-z(co2 - co2)2/c). 1 (t-z(l-o>2/co2)2)
a n d
. /  ^ c 0 V  oos (“ r t ( 1- ( z/ ° t ) 2 ) 2 + Tr/4)((ct/z)2-1 )?
f * ( » , t )  = — V  — — £— - — _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
U z “ 0 /  ( ( e t / s s )  (1  -  ( « 0/ « 0 )  ) “  1 )
o p i  (<n /(A) ) _ p p i
+ oos  (a>0 t ) oexp  ( - z ( « 0 -  («0 ) 2/ c )  —    ? p r ! ( t “ z ( 1 -  co /to ) 2 )
( i-(coo/coc ) ) 2
F o r  s m a l l  v a l u e s  o f  ( t  « z / c ) ,  t h e  h i g h  f r e q u e n c y  a p p r o x im a t io n  o f  
s e c t i o n  ( 2 .1 0 )  y i e l d s  t h e  f o l l o w i n g  s o l u t i o n ,
~ 5 / i — ( 2. 13)
Thus, since the ratio of a pair of transverse field components of 
T.E. Waves, for example, is
+ / H 2 = ' = I10  f 2 +  4 /  f‘0 ( z J t )
xfor small values of (t - z/c)this ratio is equal to ($/€ )2.
This is one of the conditions for the electromagnetic nature of the 
field components found by Cerrillo^^ (see Appendix B). The 
application of this condition in the time domain led to the 
conditions to be imposed on the s transformed initial time condition 
in Section (2.4).
2.14 Numerical computations of the exact and approximate functions 
In the preceeding sections of this Chapter, the application of 
a unit step modulated carrier ware at z = o in a waveguide, cut-off 
with respect to the carrier frequency, has been considered in detail. 
Exact and approximate expressions for the transverse electric and 
magnetic fields as a function of time, t, and distance, z, along 
the guide have been presented in Section (2,13). It will be stressed 
before any further discussion that fQ(z = o,t) represents the 
applied signal or initial condition of one kind of transverse field 
component (that is, electrio or magnetic) in the time domain while 
fQ(z,t) represents the subsequent form of that component and f^(z,t) 
the subsequent form of the other field quantity (that is, magnetic 
or electric) as functions of the distance, z, and time, t.
Examples of these expressions have been computed numerically 
using the Elliott 503 computer (University of Surrey). It is the
and i t  may he shown t h a t  ( z . , t )  = f  ( z , t ) .
-55- (2.14)
aim of this and subsequent sections to present graphical illustrations
of the field components represented by f^(z,t) and fg(z,t) as
functions of the normalized distance (z/\ ) or normalized timeQ
U ot for values of the parameter f / f , Emphasis will be placed 
on the equivalence of the exact expressions fQ(z,t) and fg(z,t) and 
the approximate ones f^ (z,t) and f^(z,t) for large values of 
(ct/z). The replacement of the infinite sums of Bessel functions 
by the sum of two trigonometric functions should be an aid to 
discussion of the setting up of the steady state signals.
In order to keep the narration clear and concise, a particular 
pair of transverse components will be chosen. The H  ^mode will be 
considered in particular and thus in equation (2.13.1) for T.E. 
waves, e = 1, c = c
( k  i k )  = (v) s“  ( ¥ )
where b is the transverse broad dimension and k ~ Tf/b ,2 o /
ajad fQ(z,t) = V y/  ((Vk0 ! • /  A )  .sin(?ry/b)^ .......... (2.14.1)
and f2(z,t) = £ x/  ((l/k^). ( 7r/b) . sin(?ry/b) ... ...... (2.14.2)
For plane waves in a plasma,
f0(z,t) =Hy/H10 and fg(z,t) =£ H10 ........ ..(2,14.3)
However, to keep a certain amount of generality, the quantities on 
the left hand side of equations (2„14.1)* (2.14.2) and (2.14.3) will 
be referred to as the transverse magnetic (fQ(z,t)) and electric 
(fg(z,tj) field components respectively. It will be understood that 
the complete expressions of these equations give the components 
iHy and for the waveguide and the plasma.
-56- (2.14)
The full curve in figure 7(57) is a graph of the transverse
magnetic field (fQ(z,t)) versus the normalized time, for the
position in the waveguide or plasma, z/ X Q » ,317 or ojoz/co = 1 and
f / f  = .3+ The broken curve with long dashes shov/s the variation
of the approximate function, fQ (z,t) with time for the same
values of the parameters (z/\ ) and (f / f  ). This curve has0 o c
been continued until it is virtually indistinguishable from the
curve representing the exact function. Thus it can be seen that
f*o r (A*Qt > 6, the exact function can be represented by the
approximate one. Computations show that for 6.3<WQt < 9*3 "the
error is not greater than 3 xn the third decimal place. For larger
time the error is smaller. For example, for 22<li>ot < 23, the
approximate function can represent the exact function to the third
decimal place. However, for iri^t > 10 the signal has almost
reached steady state, sin (u)Qt) ,exp(-CC z ) , which is indicated by
the broken curve with small dashes. The deviation from steady
state is most apparent in the region of the peaks. Thus for this
field component, the approximate expression becomes valid and the
steady state sets in for the same order of time approximately.
However, for the electric field component this is not so as shown
in figure 8(38) where the full curve is a graph of the exact
solution versus time, ^ t .  Computations show that for
cu t S ’ 7 the approximate and exact functions are indistinguishable.
The broken curve represents the steady state component
.  xcos(a>ot) ,exp(-a z) (fQ/fc) /(1~ fQ/ f c)2. It is apparent from a 
comparison of the full and broken curves that it will be some 
time before steady state is reached* Discussion of this behaviour
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In the derivation of these approximate expressions in 
section (2,9), a quantitative criterion for their range of 
validity was not deduced. The only requirement was that the 
function V/n(sg,t) = k(^1/kJ 2 - 1) ^  was very large and the 
Taylor expansion of the exponent could be terminated at the 
second term. This ensured that the major contribution to the 
integral came from the vicinity of the saddle point.
A difference in the ranges of validity of f* (z,t) and
a,
f^ (z,t) has been noted. For a given ratio (f0./fc) and
(z/\ ) it is possible to approximate the function for the c
magnetic field by f* (z.t) for smaller values of uj t than theo o
electric field can be approximated by f^ (z,t).
For example, in the range, 12,5 < co t < 16,5, there is a
• A- . .maxxmum error of 1 in the third decimal place for f (z,t) whilst 
there is a maximum error of 3 in the third decimal place for
- 5 9 -  ( 2 . 1 4 )
w i l l  be d e la y e d  u n t i l  a  l a t e r  s e c t io n .
3k (z,t). This is also true for this pair of components for El
different value of the parameter, z/\^ ; in particular for 
= .5, 2/  k = .0317 ( cu' 2 / ° = *1) presented in figure 9 (60).Q 0 * 0
i tIn the range 10.8 < U)Qt < 14*25, f ' (2,t) can represent
/ \ )|lffQ(z,t) correctly to the third decimal place while f^ (2,t) has 
a maximum error of 4 in the third decimal place.
Thus, it may be concluded that the approximate expressions 
can represent the exact functions for the magnetic and electric 
fields. The useful/ness of this equivalence will be emphasized 
in a later section.
CO <1)fd
+>•H
OJ
I
Finally, an evaluation of the approximation of the functions 
for small values of (ct/z - 1), that is, just after the arrival 
of the wavefront, will be made. For the small distance, z, 
chosen, which were fractions of cut-off wavelengths, it was 
found that the approximate functions could represent the exact 
functions with less than 10$ error for values •
1 (cb/2) ~ 1.16. Since (ct/z) = (b>Qt /  ((^z/c)) then for
fo/fQ ss .5 and bJ02/  ° = 1 for instance, the range of validity
beoomes 1< to/ < 1.16. Since in figures 7 and 8 a range of 
o<(0Qt < 28 has been considered, it is apparent that the 
approximation is veay limited in its range of application and no 
further discussion will be made.
2.15 Variation of the transverse field components with time
(u)ot), for given values of (f /  f Q)  and distance ( z / X q ) .
The transverse magnetic field, which is the initial
condition in the time domain at z ss o, is given by l(t).sin
.(wQt). From this are derived the other components. It is the
purpose of this section to study the transverse magnetic and
electric fields as functions of the normalized time, u) t, for9 o 9
given values of (fQ/fQ) and (z/XQ) and, in particular to firid when 
it is possible to recognize the steady state signal. From the 
point of view of presentation, it has proved reasonable to plot 
the field components in the range o<a)Qt <  28. Thus values of 
the parameters and (z/ \ ) have been chosen so that either
the field components sho¥7 a tendency to the steady state in this 
range, or failing this, that they can be represented by the 
approximate expressions by the time u) t *** 28.
- 6 1 -  ( 2 . 1 4 )
-62- ( 2 . 1 5 )
A natural starting point for discussion is the form of the
two components at the point z = o. The impressed component is
the transverse magnetic field in the form of the unit step
modulated carrier wave. The transverse electric field which
derives from this, is plotted as a function of the normalized
time for o < uj t < 50 in figure 10(63 ), with f / t  = ,5, For 0 0 0
this cut-off guide at z =o, the steady state transverse electric 
field is given by
the broken curve in figure 10‘.whilst it can be seen that there
is a strong tendency to the steady state, it is apparent that,
even after approximately 8 oscillations of the carrier wave,
\
there is some deviation from steady state, particularly in the
vicinity of the peaks.
It is expected that for z>o, as the signals become degraded
by dispersion, so this deviation from the steady state will become
more marked. For (z/ X ) - .317 ( to z/c = 1) and f / f  = ,5,x / o 0 0 7 o / c 9
the magnetic field component has reached the steady state in
the range of oj t plotted in figure 7(57), while the electric
field component in figure 8(56 ) has little tendency to steady
state. The origin of this behaviour can be traced in the approximate '
functions which can be used to represent the field components
with sufficient accuracy for co^ t > 10, For convenience these
expressions will be repeated here.
and is indicated by
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2. - -. 2m  o \ oos(a> t(l - (z/c t) )2 + ir/4) o -i
f * ( Z j t ) = [ —. 2 ° ,  \ , ( ( e t / z )  -1 )^  +
1TZ » /((c t/z) (1 - (»/»„) ) - 1) °0 , - 1  >2 j oo 2 V V 2
+ sin (»ot)" exP (~z(“0 •"u>0)2/°0)« 1(4-z('l-(f0/f0) )2)
= aQ(t) cos (coot + xr/k) + bQ sin (co t),
2 ~for t > z (l - (f/fj )2 and (°0V Z) »  1, and
2(0 n- ° „  \  oos ( w + C 1-  ( ! / « t ) 2 ) z + i r / 4 )  9 jl
f * ( Z j t ) = [ - 2 - 0  — - 2 - g - - ------ 4 - - .g -  —  • ( ( o » 2 .1  ) + ( o . t / z )
'rrz coq J  ( ( o o t / z )  (1 -  (coc/ a ) o ) ) -  1)
( f 0/ f c^ 2 2 — 2 —^ cos(a) t).exp(-z(co -co )2/c )1 (t-z(l-*(f/f )")2)c,\ 2 U U U U U O
=s (t) cos (w^t + ?r/4) + t>2 cos (cA)Qt)0
Both are made up of the sum of the steady state term (the second 
term on the right hand side) and a term which represents the 
transient nature of the signal or the effect of the sudden 
switching on. For the magnetic field (fQ (z,t)) this so called 
transient term is proportional to (ct/z) for very large
(ot/z) and thus falls off rapidly with increasing time. Thus for 
OjQt > 20, this term has vexy small amplitude and is a negligible 
perturbation on the steady state term (see figure 7)* For the 
transverse electric field (fg(z,t)), the transient term is proportional 
to (ct/z)”2 for vexy large (ct/z)0 Thus, it decreases much less 
quickly than the corresponding term for the magnetic field and 
will have a greater perturbing effect on the steady state tera/.
(
T h is  i s  a ro u g h  e x p la n a t io n  s in c e  th e  te n d e n c y  to  s te a d y  s t a t e
will depend not only on the falling off of the transient term 
but its amplitude and phase compared with the steady state.
The beating of the transient and steady state terms is a 
convenient way of explaining the perturbation of the signal from 
the steady state. Therefore the approximate functions have been 
re-arranged to give the following expressions for (z/qt)-^ 1 and 
t > z(l - (f/f,)2)^
f0* (tt) = N osin(u>ot + 9 0(t»
( t t )  = N2 oos  ^ “ o* + ‘/>0 ('br i
where Nq and N2 are the amplitudes and $Q(t) and Qg^) are The
deviations of the phase of the signal from the steady state
-|
N = (a 2 + b 2 - 2 a b  sin ( ( U) -u) )t +ttA))2o ' o o o o  v ' c  o / -r//
N, =: (a2 + b2 + 2a2b2 cos ( (u)q - u)Q)t + 7T/4))2
Q = tan (a cos((iu -id )t +1T/k)/(b - a^ sin((w-ld )t +
t O '  0  C O  f  ^s /  '  o o c oy
n / h ) )
—1+ 2 ss tan~ ( - a2 sin ((cdc -W )t + 777/4)/ (b2 + a2 cos
( ( u) o + *A))
As the quantites aQ and a2 tend to zero for large time so
Nq and tend to the steady state amplitude and and q)2 tend
to zero. Figure 11(66) is a graph of the amplitude N2 versus
normalized time with (f /£ ) == .5 and' o7 c7
z/\Q = *0317 anh #317 (ui z/oQ = *1 and- 1) Tor 30<odQt < 100,
The amplitudes No and N2 oscillate about the steady state amplitudes, 
bQ and b2# Nq has not been included on figure 11 since the steady 
state for the magnetic field had been established in (dot < 30.
For z/K — .317, B = .103 ana for a/\ a .0317, 6 = .486.
- 6 5 -  ( 2 . 1 5 )

-67- (2.15)
For the electric field component, the amplitude of oscillation of
V.2 about the steady state amplitude as a percentage of the steady
state amplitude for a) t ^ 93 is approximately 16$ for z/\ =o c
.0317 and 77$ for z/\ = .317. Thus, the signal which hasc
travelled the shorter distance seems to be nearer the steady state.
This is borne out by the variation of ^ 2(t) with normalized time,
U)Qt, for the same parameters (ojoz/c) and (fo/fQ), illustrated in
figure 12(08). Again, the deviation from or the oscillation
about the steady state value, zero in this case, is greater the
further the signal has travelled in the dispersive medium. It
can be concluded that the further the signal has travelled in the
medium, the longer it takes to reach the steady state value. Thus,
the approximate functions have proved valuable in providing a
method for comparing the signal with the steady state one.
Unfortunately, the approximate expression is not valid for z/\ = 0,o
This limits the useful ness of the method.
It would appear from a literature survey that curves for a
pair of transverse components for (? / i>c)<'1 have not been
published. Fubinowicz^-^ and Cerrillo^^ have published
expressions for a pair of transverse components for (f / f  )>1o c
when a component in the form of a unit step modulated carrier 
wave is specified as the initial condition in the time domain. 
Knop^"^ and Case^^ have published curves for one component 
only with the initial form Eq sin (u> t).l(t) for 1#
2.16 The Instantaneous Poynting vector
With a knowledge of the two transverse field components, it / 
is possible to proceed further with a calculation of the Poynting
W
9
£cd
Jh
.g
CNJ
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vector. This is particularly interesting for the case (^ /f )<1 
since, as the evanescent wave is set up in the cut-off guide so 
there must be an energy flow into the guide but the power flow 
given by the time average Poynting vector is zero for the steady 
state fields. The instantaneous Poynting vector, which will be 
referred to as the Poynting vector, P, is given by the expression 
P = Re (£ ^  j .Re ( , for the perpendicular vectors
and • The time average Poynting vector is given by 
P s i  Re (£tr ^tr) •
Again, the quantities fQ(z,t) and t) are taken to
represent the transverse magnetic and electric fields so that the
Poynting vector is given by the product of those two quantities.
However, it will be emphasized that for the complete expression,
the multiplying constants of equations (2.14. 1?2,3) must be used.
Figure 13(70) shows a graph of the Poynting vector versus
normalized time, U) t, for (f / f ) = .5 and z/X = o, .0317* auHo o o o
.317. Immediately after the arrival of the wavefront, the initial
energy flux is positive and this positive excursion has a higher
peak value than for later times.
Whilst the curves corresponding to z/X = 0  and .0317c
not show the regular behaviour of the steady state Poynting vector,
exp (-2CX z) cos (u> t) sin (uJ^t), their irregularities are
not so great as those shown in the curve for (z/X ) = .317* 5*02?c
z/X = 0  and .0317  ^ the'pattern of two positive and two negative c
excursions during a cycle has been established although their 
peaks are not equal and occupy unequal lengths of time being 
slightly greater than or less than a quarter cycle (A{oJot) » 1.37).
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In the previous section, it was noted that the magnetic field
had reached the steady state for U)Qt > 30 (figure 7(57 J)while
the electric field (figure 8(5S))had not. It s irregularities
give rise to the irregularities in the Poynting vector. This
reflection into the Poynting vector of the deviations from
steady state of the electric field is even more obvious for
(z/Xq)^ *317? where there is no appearance of the regular
behaviour of the steady state for CUQt < 25.
Next, the effect of vaxying the ratio of the carrier and
cut-off frequencies for given ( u>oz/cq) (= 2fr (fQ/fQ)z/ A Q)
will be illustrated. The graph of the Poynting vector versus
normalized time for L)qz/go = .1, ^0/^0 = *75 (z/\ Q = ,0211)
and f /f = .95 ( z/h a .0167) are given in figure 14(72 ). o c c
Unlike the behaviour of this vector for f /f = .5* a) z/c = .1o' c 9 o '  o
(z/X = .0317), where the initial peak energy flux immediately c
following the arrival of the wavefront was greater than for
A
later times, this greatest positive peak is found in the second 
positive excursion for (f^f ) =: .75 and in the ninth for
( f o/ f c ) = . 9 5 .
It is not intended to make a comparison of the results of
this theoretical investigation with those of chapters three and
four, which relate to an experimental investigation. However,
values of the parameter (f /fQ) will be taken from experiment.
For example, in a particular experiment, a signal of carrier
frequency 6G-Hz was passed through a short length of guide of
cut-off frequency 6.560-Hz. Thus f /f = *905 and u) z/c = 10 0  o
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when z = ,8cms from the beginning of'the cut-off section. For
W qZ/cq = .1 and .2, z = ,08 and ,l6cms respectively. The graph
of the Poynting vector versus normalized time for these parameters
is presented in figure 15(?4-)o
Firstly, it will he noted that for <A^ z/g  ^= .1 (and indeed,
.2 and 1) the highest peak value occurs in the fifth positive
excusion after the wavefront arrival. It had been noted previously
that this occurred in the second and ninth positive excursions..fq<r
£ J  fQ = ,75 and .93 respectively foru)oz/co = , 1 (see figure 14).
In these three examples, .73* .903 .93 foroj^z/^ = .1* the
net energy flux from the time of arrival of the wavefront to this
highest energy flux peak is certainly positive and therefore
forward into the guide.
Secondly, the curves in figure 13 indicate the overall
reduction in energy flux as the distance, z, is increased and
the steady state amplitudes of the Poynting vector, proportional
to exp(—2a z), are decreased.
Comparison with figure 13(70 ) fox* = .3? w0z/°0
= .1 (z/X = .0317) shows that the tendency to steady state o
appearing there is not apparent fori0Qt<23 in figure 15 for
(f /f ) = .905, OJ z/c = do It was for this reason that the \ o' c -'J o '
value f /f = .5 was chosen so that the steady state or a tendency o c
to it would become apparent over the range of 0JQt which could 
be reasonably plotted.
2,17 Variation of the transverse field components with distance, 
0 Z A c ) for given values of ._(_f Q/f c) and time ,.(<*>•' pt) .
In this theoretical investigation for f/f < 1, there has
Fig
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b e e n  a  s h i f t  o f  e m p h a s i s  f r o m  t h e  v a r i a t i o n  o f  o n e  c o m p o n e n t  w i t h
t i m e  ( a s  i n  p r e v i o u s  i n v e s t i g a t i o n s  f o r  f ^ / f *  <  1 o r  f Q/ f G >  1 )  t o
t h e  v a r i a t i o n  o f  a  p a i r  o f  t r a n s v e r s e  c o m p o n e n t s  w i t h  t i m e  a n d
c o n s e q u e n t l y  t o  a  s t u d y  o f  t h e  P o y n t i n g  v e c t o r .  I n  t h i s  s e c t i o n ,
t h e r e  w i l l  b e  a  f u r t h e r  s h i f t  o f  e m p h a s i s  t o  a  c o n s i d e r a t i o n  o f
t h e  v a r i a t i o n  o f  t h e  t r a n s v e r s e  f i e l d  c o m p o n e n t s  w i t h  d i s t a n c e ,
z ,  a l o n g  t h e  g u i d e .  F o r  t h e  s t e a d y  s t a t e  f i e l d s  t h e  a m p l i t u d e s
d e c a y  e x p o n e n t i a l l y  w i t h  t h e  d i s t a n c e ,  z ,  t h u s
^  t r  = K o e x p (  ~ a z )  s i n (  0 JQt )  a n d  Z Z-Q e x p ( - U z )  c o s ( W o t )  .
I n  f i g u r e  1 6 ( 7 6  ) ? t h e  m a g n e t i c  f i e l d  h a s  b e e n  p l o t t e d  a g a i n s t
t h e  n o r m a l i z e d  d i s t a n c e ,  ( z / X  ) ,  f o r  t h e  n o r m a l i z e d  t i m e s ,
c
0JQt  =: 3 * 9 2 7  a n d  8 . 6 4  ( t h a t  i s ,  5 / 8  a n d  1-f c y c l e s  o f  t h e  c a r r i e r
w a v e ) .  T h e  w a v e f r o n t  h a s  r e a c h e d  t h e  p o s i t i o n s ,  z / \  = 1 . 2 5c
a n d  2 . 7 3  r e s p e c t i v e l y  ( f  / f  = „ 5 )  . T h e  b r o k e n  c u r v e s  i n d i c a t e
o c
t h e  s t e a d y  s t a t e  m a g n e t i c  f i e l d  f o r t d ^ t  =  3 * 9 2 7  a n d  8 . 6 4 . I t
c a n  b e  s e e n  t h a t  f o r  d i s t a n c e s  z /  \  <  . 4 ,  t h e  c u r v e  f o r
c
to t  = 3 * 9 3  c o i n c i d e s  w i t h  t h e  s t e a d y  s t a t e  c u r v e .  F o r  u)Qt  =
8 . 6 4 * t h i s  r e g i o n  o f  s t e a d y  s t a t e  m a g n e t i c  f i e l d  e x t e n d s  f u r t h e r  
i n t o  t h e  g u i d e ,  a s  e x p e c t e d  u p  t o  a p p r o x i m a t e l y  ( z /  X ) ~ .7 *
F i g u r e  1 7 ( 7 7  )  c o n t a i n s  a  g r a p h  o f  t h e  t r a n s v e r s e  e l e c t r i c  
f i e l d  v e r s u s  t h e  n o r m a l i z e d  d i s t a n c e ,  ( z /  X ) ,  f o r  lu t  = 3 * 9 3? v f o 7 o
a n d  8 .6 4  a n d  ( f  / f  ) =  . 5 * H e r e ,  t h e r e  i s  a  l a r g e  d i f f e r e n c e  
o c
b e t w e e n  t h e s e  c u r v e s  a n d  t h e  s t e a d y  s t a t e  c u r v e  ( b r o k e n  l i n e ) .
I t  m u s t  b e  r e m e m b e r e d  t h a t  i t  i s  t h e  f o r m  o f  t h e  t r a n s v e r s e  
m a g n e t i c  f i e l d  w h i c h  i s  s p e c i f i e d  a t  z  = o ( t h e  u n i t  s t e p  
m o d u l a t e d  c a r r i e r  w a v e ) .  T h e  . o t h e r ?  f i e l d  c o m p o n e n t s ,  i n c l u d i n g  
t h e  t r a n s v e r s e  e l e c t r i c  f i e l d ,  a r e  d e r i v e d  f r o m  i t .  W i t h  t h e
fr- OT
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transverse electric field, as figure 10(63 ) shows for
z/X = o  there is no appearance of the steady state for c
U)ot<50, although there is some tendency to its regular
behaviour. So for these relatively small values of time,
D t = 3.93 and 8.64 for z/X > 0, the large difference between o * c
the electric field and the steady state is not unexpected.
This large deviation from steady state is reflected in
the Poynting vector, which is illustrated in figure 18(79)
as a function of the normalized distance, z/X for tu t =7 c o
3*93 and 8,64 (full curves) with the steady state curves also
(broken curves). For values of z/X slightly smaller than thec
wavefront position, the Poynting vector is always positive.
These points correspond to positions which the wavefront has 
just passed over. It can be seen in figures 13(70 ), 14(72), 
15(74 ) that just after the arrival of the wavefront the Poynting 
vector was positive, indicating an energy flux forward into the 
guide, which is expected on physical grounds,
2,18 Discussion and Conclusions
The computations and graphs of a pair of transverse field 
components and the Poynting vector as functions of time (wQt) 
and distance (z/X ) for a given ratio (fQ/fq) complete the 
theoretical investigation of the propagation of a unit step 
modulated carrier wave in a waveguide or plasma. For these 
computations, the H  ^ mode for waveguide was considered in 
particular. However, the theoretical results of section (2,13) 
may be applied to T.E. or T,H0 modes where fQ(z = o?^) (the 
one component specified at the origin) will represent the
. 2  . 4  . 6  . 8  1 . 0  2 . 0  2 . 8
Figure 18. normalized distance, z/N.
F i g u r e  1 8 . - 7 9 -  ( 2 . 1 8 )The Graph of the Poynting vector P.
fQ(z,t). f2(z,t) versus normalized
distance. z / \  . f /f = .5 -------- c o c
(J t = 3»93 and 8.64.
-8 0 -  (2 .18 ) 
transverse magnetic or electric field respectively. Conversely, 
f/z,t), the component derived from fQ(o,t) will represent the 
transverse electric or magnetic field. However, in this further 
discussion the functions fQ(z,t) and f2(z,t) will retain the 
connotation of the previous sections.
The outstanding point to emerge from these computations,
is that the derived transverse electric field component takes a
veiy great time to reach steady state (for example, see figure
10(63) for z/ \  = o). The origin of this behaviour may be c
traced to the initial conditions in the time domain.
In the setting up of the problem, it was assumed that the 
only initial condition in the time domain or excitation at 
z = o was the transverse magnetic field (T.E. wave - ,
B/o,s), and the other, namely B^(o,s), was zero. Therefore 
from page A.5 of Appendix A, it can be seen that E^  (o,s) =
Er> (o,s) = o so that there is no source of excitation of the 
transverse electric field. This is a severe restriction on the 
excitation or setting up of the signal in the guide at z = o.
A more practical approach to the setting up of a wave at z = o
tfor a T.E. wave for instance, would involve both B^ and B^ 
being non zero.
A further point will be mentioned about the condition 
(o,s)^ o, B/o,s) = o (or E/o,s) ct E 2 ( o , s )  a o). A glance 
at page A.4 of Appendix A will indicate that if B^ (o,s) o, 
then E/o,s) and E2(o,s) which are proportional to B^ (o,s) are 
also not zero at z ct o. However, the expressions contained in 
pages A.1 to A,4 of Appendix A are for the waves in the positive
-8 1 -  (2 .18) 
z direction only. If the waves in the negative z direction are
included also (and in this problem there is no stipulation that
these waves should not be included - it is merely convenient to
consider the direct waves only) then at z = o, E^(o,s) and E£(o,s)
are proportional to
(s/(s^ + 1) 2) (exp(~z(s^ + 1)2/  c) - exp(z(s2 + l ) 2/  o ) )  
which is zero.
Another important and interesting point has emerged from
ACSconsideration of the Poynting vectors a function of normalized
k
time,WQt, for a given distance along the guide. Immediately
following the arrival of the wavefront the Poynting vector makes
a positive excursion above the axis, Por z / ^  = o and
• 0317 ( cu z/c = .1), f /f = ,5, (figurel3(70 )) this first o o o
positive excursion has a peak value greater than all subsequent 
positive or negative excursions. For other values of the ratio 
(fy/f ), this first excursion does not have the greatest peak 
value but is followed by positive and negative excursions, both 
increasing in peak value. The largest positive peak occurs 
later for increasing values of the ratio fQ/fc, ojqz/co = constant. 
For example, it occurs in the second for f0/fQ = *75 and in the 
ninth for fQ/fq = «9^ ^ 0z/ ° 0 ~ *1 for both^in figure 14(72) and 
the fifth for f^/f = .905 in figure 15(74 ), with u)qz/ qq = .1, 
Until the occurrence of this maximum peak value, the net energy 
flux is positive (indicated quite clearly by the greater area 
under the curve above the axis than below it) „ For time greater 
than this, it has not been possible to find such a specific 
trend. However, there is a tendency for the positive and negative
-8 2 -  (2 .18 ) 
excursions to equalize in amplitude and the time each occupies, as 
the steady state is set up. For the steady state, there are two 
positive and two negative excursions in each cycle, equal in 
amplitude, thereby giving a zero time average Poynting vector.
Thus, this theoretical investigation of the time dependent 
problem of the evanescent wave in a waveguide or plasma is 
concluded. It is not a comprehensive solution, in the sense 
that the initial time conditions or source of excitation at 
z = o are very restricted. Nevertheless, attention has been 
drawn to those aspects of the problem, namely a pair of transverse 
components and the instantaneous Poynting vector, which are 
particularly relevant to the evanescent wave.
-8 3 - (3 .0 )
CHARTER 3.
A TIME- DEPENDENT STUDY OF 'FRUSTRATED TOTAL REFLECTION'.
3.0 Introduction
In this chapter, it is proposed to consider theoretically 
the application of a signal to a waveguide system consisting of 
a section of ’cut-off’ guide, sandwiched between two identical 
propagating waveguides, as shown in figure 2(l?Xt cut-off ’ or 
propagating with respect to the carrier frequency of the signal). 
For the sake of convenience, a G-aussian modulation envelope will 
be considered in the first instance. The analogy between this 
and the quantum mechanical tunnel effect, already described in 
Chapter 1 for steady state conditions, will be drawn in some 
detail as it is felt that this will give some help in considering 
the wave guide system.
The theoretically predicted results will be reviewed for the 
possibility of practical application. It will be postulated that, 
under very limited conditions, they can be used in this connection.
3.1 The ’tunnel effect’ - steady state consideration
( 32) ( 7) (Q')Hupert 7 9 7 and Campi and Harrison have provided a
circuit theory interpretation of the tunnel effect, under steady 
state conditions and their results will be briefly enumerated.
The behaviour of the particle is governed by the Shrodinger 
equation
for the motion of the particle in the direction of positive z.
T h e  c o m p l e x  f u n c t i o n  i p ( z , t )  i s  d e f i n e d  s u c h  t h a t  r e p r e s e n t s
-84- (3.1)
the probability density of the particle being at z,t. Separation
of the variables yields ip (z,t) = 42(t) where ^ 2(t) =
C exp (-jEt/h) and i|^ (z) is the solution of the equation
d 2 t y / f t / d z 2 + k 2 ^ ( z )  = 0 
vrhere k2 = 2m (B-V )/ "h2v O O '
and E^andli are the energy of the particle and Planok* s constant 
respectively. It is here that the similarity to the waveequation 
can be noted. The wave functions for the three regions are as 
follov/s: -
Region I = A.exp(jk^z) + B.exp(-jk,| z)
Region II 4/j = D.expC-k^z) + E.expCk^z)
Region III 4>TTT = C. eaap .(jk z)
(see figure 3(18)). The important point to note is the change of
wavefunction as the particle enters the barrier region, from an
imaginary propagation constant, y = j k^  to a real one y =-lc2,
as in the case of the out-off waveguide. The table Q8 prtge; (83)
affords easy comparison of the various analogous quantities. Both
the "tunneling effects" require the total Y/avefunction in the barrier
region, ij> = . exp^k^z)* E . exp^c^z) to obtain a non-zero
probability density current or time average Poynting vector.
3,2 The 1 tunnel effect* - the time dependent problem
To account for the time spent in tunneling through the barrier,
the transmission of a wave packet or signal in the electromagnetic
case must be considered. When the incident packet collides with the
barrier, it splits into a transmitted and reflected packet.
(33)Maccoll stated that the peak of the transmitted packet leaves
- 8 5 - ( 3 . 2 )
Tunnel Effect T.E.0j1 Waveguide
Characteristic
Impedance ii =• j / y Y| = jlU|a/ Y
Propagation
Constant
Y = (j/ft).
1
„(2n(E -V ) 2 ' ' 0 o'
Y = (j/°).
/ 2 2 \-rjr.(w - w 0 )‘
Operating frequency E /ftO ' w
Cut-off frequency V /ft o' w 0= kc°
fo r u) > c/o fre quency Y imaginary, y\ real
co <c/o frequency Yreal, negative, "4 imaginaiy
Electric field (j)(z) i ( z )
Magnetic field JY (z) R(z) transverse
Square of modulus 4' T  (probability densitv) £2(z)
Probability density 
current /
Poynting Vector
R d f  fll'ft/ 2m) Be(£ H*)
Table of analogous quantities for the quantum mechanical 
and waveguide tunnel effects RafterH^_e_rt^_^) 0
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the barrier "at about the instant" the peak of the incident 
packet arrives at the barrier so that there is no appreciable 
delay.
passage of a one dimensional Gaussian wave packet through a 
rectangular potential barrier, have examined the problem more 
deeply. Under certain conditions, they have found transmission 
interaction times.
Their method of solution consists in finding the steady 
state solutions, multiplying this by the Gaussian weighting
n /  gfactor, G(.k) = exp(-(k-kol / 2 A k  ) and then integrating over all 
the possible states. With the previous notation, a typical 
integral will be
where C is a constant, R(k, a) and T(k,a) are reflection and 
transmission coefficients and are functions of the wavenumber, k, 
and barrier thickness, a. The function G(k) is the Fourier 
transform into k space of the initial condition in the time 
domain while
exp(jkz) .R(k,a) are the steady state transfer functions
of the barrier region. The integral of (3*2.1) is thus the 
Fourier inversion integral and so is comparable with the inversion 
integral of (2.7*1) since the function F(p) there is also the 
transform (Laplace) of the initial condition in the time domain.
Hartman ( 9) . ( lo )' and Forlaxiii and Minnaja in considering the
(3.2.1)
T (k ,a )
-87- (3.2)
However, the transfer function of the system is no longer
exp(yz) hut exp(kz) F . It does not seem possible to evaluate
integrals of the type contained in equation (3.2.1). However,
it is hoped that by investigating the phase of the integrand by
the stationary phase method and also the modulus of the integrand,
it will be possible to obtain some insight into the physical
behaviour of the system.
3.3 The Stationary Phase Method
The typical integral in (3»2.1) is of the form
r y 2
I = G(y).exp (-jK(y)) dy
J y 1
where K(y) is real and contains all the rapidly varying phase
terms while &(y) is a slowly varying function which may he complex.
The principle of stationary phase states that the main contribution
to the integral comes from the points where the phase K(y) is
stationary, that is, where 0K(y) /  d y  = 0. In those places
where K(y) varies rapidly, exp(-jK(y)) oscillates much and the
integral is practically zero.
In the case of the wavepacket described by (3.2,1) for each
value of time, there will be one point where waves of different k
do not tend to interfere destructively. At this point there will
be a range of k where all waves have nearly the same phase and will
interfere constructively. This point is found by putting
j3__ (-wt + kz + ^ (k,a) ) = o
8k ?
that is, -’doj.t + z + 6+ (k.a) = o
5k 5k ?
-8 8 - (3 .3 )
where ^(k^a) is the phase of the reflection or transmission 
coefficient, R or T.
As a point of interest, if the integral I oan further be 
expressed as
r y 2
I = J G-(y) - exp (-jt f(y)) dy 
y l
where t is very large and positive the integral has the 
value^ ^
I* ~  G (ys)( 2rt/ t It” (ys)|, V e x p  (+jrc + t>p(ya))
vrtiere ^ Sip (y) /  3 y j y = = 0
This method is closely related to the saddle-point or steepest 
descent method used in Chapter 2 in connection with the 
evaluation of the inverse Laplace transforms. ^
3*4 The waveguide "tunnel effect" - steady state considerations
For the waveguide system of figure 2a, 2b(17 ) the system of
equations to be solved will now be set up.
In view of later practical work, the dominant or T0E . ^  mode
in rectangular waveguide is considered. Where the change from
imaginary to real propagation constant occurs in passing from one
dielectric medium to another, then no higher order modes will be
set up. On the other hand, when this change is brought about by a
change in the broad dimension of the waveguide, then higher order
( 35)modes will be set up' 7. However, for simplicity this analysis 
considers the dominant mode only since in the propagating region, 
the dominant mode carries all the power and it will be assumed
- 8 9 ' ( 3 * 4 )
that in the cut-off region, most of the power is carried by the
(8 )lowest order mode. Campi and Harrison' 7 have also considered 
the dominant mode only in their experiments on the waveguide 
analogue of tunneling with the sudden rectangular barrier and 
the more slowly vaxying hyperbolic barrier.
Thus, for the waveguide system in which a section of guide, 
with propagation constant, y , is sandwiched between two identical 
guides of propagation constant, , for angular frequency, u), 
and the TE^q mode, the system of equations is:
K g rr- i T    * n
Region II for o<.B<ac
Region III for z>a
Ex sin (ury/ft) (Goexp (-^z))
From these equations C/A and B/A may be found:
C/A = 4* exp (Yia)°
. (exp (Y2a)(1+Y1/Y2)('t+Y2/Y-i) + 0XP("Y2a)(1ftri/Y2)(1-^ '2'Yi))
- 9 0 - ( 3 . 4 )
a n d
In the first instance, the initial condition in the time domain 
will be a G-aussian amplitude modulated carrier wave. The Fourier 
transform technique is used instead of the Laplace one of Chapter 2.
A G-aussian modulation envelope is difficult to handle with the latter.
-Go<t<oo whereas the Laplace transform range of integration extends 
from t r= o to t ct co • Also there is some mathematical simplification 
in using the G-aussian function as its image function in the frequency 
domain is also a G-aussian function. Thus, the wavepaoket or signal 
reflected from the front face of the barrier region and the one 
transmitted through the barrier region are given respectively by 
these integrals:
2 /  2This is because the G-aussian function (exp(-t / a ) exists for
r \+00
p C - i»
. (3 .5 .1 )
a n d
r  +oo
( 3 . 5 . 2 )
and C/A and By/A are given by equations (3.4.1) and (3.4.2)
= jp and =a , which is the situation of main interest 
in this analysis. For frequencies greater than u>o2  ^ = j
and Y2 = 0 '@2 * X'or ;^ormer ease
B/A = (/3^  + a^)sinh(aa)((/5^~a^)sinh (cua) + 2ja/3 cosh (aa))*
<»((/3^  ~ ot^ ) sinh^ (aa) + 4a*7?^  cosh? (aa)) 
and
2 2C/A = 2ja/? exp (j/3a)((a -*/3 ) sinh (aa) - 2 ja/3 cosh (aa))*
* (( /9^  - a^)^ sinh^ (aa) + 4 a? /3^  cosh? (aa))
The phase of the integrand of the reflection integral is 
vpR = u)tR - pzR + b(u), a)
= + b (u> ,a) at z = o
and similarly of the transmission integral 
-  pzT + c(u),a)
=2 cotrp - |3a + c(u>,a) at z = a
where t^ and t^, are the reflection and transmission interaction 
times respectively and
2 2 *b(u>,a) = arc tan (2otpcosh(<x a) / ( [3 - a ) sinh ( a a) j
..... o(3»3* 3)
2 2 / and c(u>,a) = arc tan (-( P - a  ) sinh( a a) /  2ap cosh (cxa)) + fa.
...... (3.3*4)
Putting the first differential and ^  with respect to od
equal to zero to find the extremum or stationary phase point, the 
following expressions for t^ and t^ are obtained
F o r  f r e q u e n c i e s  b e t w e e n u ) ^  a n d
-5)2- (3 .5 )
tR (z = o) = - db (u>,a)/d(jj
(z = a) x a0p/8u)~ 0 c ( w ,a)//0co
and thus
tR = tT = (a»/opo 2)
o (sinh(aa)cosh(o:a)(a2+/?2)(o:2€r+/32) - cea/52(/?2-a2) )0 
o(4a2/?2 cosh2(aa) + (/?2~a2)2 sinh2( a a ) 000 (3,5o6)
When = 0 and- Y2 = U expressions for the reflection
and transmission interaction times are:
tR  = \  = Ca»//s1 /?2° c )'
» (s in 09 2a )c o s (^ 2a )(j3L /32)(/32 a ^ 1  + ^ 2 ^ °
.(i^§32 cos2 (/32a) + (/32 + 0 2) sin2 (/^a))"1 (3^ ?)
These expressions cannot he regarded alone hut must he examined 
as part of the integral describing the reflected or transmitted 
signal. It must be stressed that if to-w^ in the expressions,
the times T^ and T^ , derived are not the reflection and transmission
times of the pulse or signal as a whole. The expressions merely 
indicate that constituent waves, within a small range of frequencies 
around to will interfere constructively end make the most contribution 
to the integral at time tR at position z = o and at time t^ at 
position z = a0
For the incident pulse, the central or carrier frequency is 
to^ e As pointed out in section (1.3)* if The shape of the wavepacket 
is negligibly altered, that is, the amplitude function in the 
frequency domain does not alter appreciably and the frequency spread 
about toQ is not large, then the stationary phase method yields a 
group travel time and a group velocity. If z= o is the position
-93- (3 .5 )
of the centre of the wavepacket at t = o and z is a subsequent
position at time, t , then z / 1 = v = 3co/3j3 • The narrow
§ & S
ranges of frequencies implies a pulse of long duration in the 
time domain.
3.6 Prediction of group reflection and transmission interaction 
jb±me_s..jyrtAe37 certain cifcumstanoes 0
In the following discussion, it will be assumed that the range 
of frequencies of the image function of the initial time condition 
(a G-aussian modulation envelope in particular), about the carrier 
frequency is suitably curtailed. Of primaiy interest, is the case 
when = jp and Y2 = cc .
The expression for the modulus transmission coefficient is
[ CA |  =  2 a/5 0 ,  0 * 0 9 0 (3*6,1)
o (( ~ /52)2 sinh^ («a) + 4 a 2 (32 cosh^ (aa))
and when a a «  1, |c/a ! 1. From equation (3»5»1) the integral
for the transmitted signal becomes
-,oo
f^ uj-u) ) exp (j(ojt ~ J3z) + c( uj ,a))) ,d(0 ... .o. (3*6.2)
-00
(1/2tt )2
where c(u),a) is given in (3*5*4), that is, for 
Y^  -J |3, Y2 = ct or <  u> <  Wo2* ^as been assumed that the 
weighting function, f ((c-cu^ ), has negligible amplitude outside that 
range. Thus, for a veiy short sandwich section, the conditions of a 
small frequency spread about the carrier frequency and negligible 
change in the amplitude function can be satisfied. Adapting a 
derivation by Bohm (11, Chapter 3) o f the group transmission time 
for a free particle to this waveguide set-up, it will be shown that
-94- (3.6)
the transmitted pulse at z = a is centred around t + tm whereo T
tT is the transmission interaction time corresponding to the 
carrier frequency u> * When z = a, the imaginary exponent of 
(3*6.2) is (cot + 0 ^ ( u) ,a)) where c( u) ,a) = pa + G^ ( u) ,a) .
The function G^  (w?a) may be expanded in a power series about 
terminating at the second power.
Thus,
C.) (to,a) ~ c1 (coo, a) + -|~ (C.,(a> a)) (oo-oo ) + '  o
GO = 00o
1 a2( C - ^ a ) )
+ g - 2
000
(co-®o) 2
00=00o
For small cca 
a(c1 (to,a))
3o) = " 2»«a((“2+^2)(a2«r+i32) - /32 (/32 - a2))
/. 3 03 2 , - 1  
• (ha  I3 oo )
n. fa  «a “ a?r  ((* 2 + T )
1 “  “  ~ T  + — -------- J T —
P°o 2 P 0 o
0090*0 00 (3 .6 ,3 )
The imaginary exponent becomes
(w t +Cf(coo>a) + C* (ooQ^ a) (co~ooo) +
+ C» (coo,a)(co-a>o)2) 
and with the substition W = to-u>o integral (3*6.2) is
fT (a,t) = exp (-jcoct + jG1 (coq ,  a))*
n oo
f(w) exp (j(wt + CJj (o> >a) W + CJf* (go * a)W2/2)dW
The function f (to - u.' ) = f (w) is the Gaussian function f (W) 
2 ' 2exp (-W / 2 A W  ). The integral becomes
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A OO
2 ,exp ( jW (t + C p  + W (jC !j -  1/AW )/2 ).dW
which on completing the square of the exponent is
exp ( (JG!4 (AW)2 -  l ) / 2  (AW)2).aw,
1 CO
(W + j ( t  + q ) (A W )2/(JC!,' (AW)2 ~ 1 ) ) .
exp ( ( t  + C p 2 (AW)^ 2  ( jC "  (AW)2 -  1 ))
( 26 ,p 86)Using the integral
\co
exp (jaU2/2) odll = exp (jir/4)-(Tr/o:)2
V
’ CO
f T(a 5t )  = (2rr (AW)2/( jC p A W )2 -  1))®
exp t- *
( t  + C p 2 (aw) 2 JCIf (aw) 2 ( t  + c p :
L  C ( q ( A W ) 2 ) 2 - l ) 2  2  ( ( C »  ( A W ) 2 ) 2  -  1 )
„exp (-jco^ t + jC1 (coo*a))
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The amplitude of this emergent wave is given by the expression 
exp( - (t + e ' ; 2 ( AW)2 ./' 2 ((c" ( AW)2)2 - 1) ).
(2n (AW)2/  (cj ( AW)2 - 1))^
This is still a G-aussian distribution but now centred around 
"kqi — — Cjj (co $ a) • ••• (3*6*4)
= (co a//3 c 2) + (co a « o2 )(a2 + /32)N o ' r o o o r ~  o o o o
This is the same expression as (3*5*6) for small aa andiOrs u>o,
obtained from the stationary phase analysis. Thus, it has been
shown that it is possible to use the group travel time derived
from the stationary phase analysis to describe the motion of the
wavepacket or signal as a whole, with certain restrictions on the
form of the initial wavepacket and the modulus of the transfer
function of the system |c/a | .
Expression (3.6.4) may be rearranged to give
(a/vg ) ( 1 + l A r - i  + aQ2/ 2 P o2) ......(3.6.5
2where v^ = P0o/ e:xpnession
/ 2 / 2
(1 /  £r “ 2 + %  / 2  PQ ) may investigated for the configurations
of figures 2a and 2b(l7)* For the stepped guide configuration,
£ = 1 and it reduces tor
( K A , ) 2 " K v ^ o ) 2) / ^ 1 ~ K Y ^ o ) 2)
and since 0j >  u)  ^ this is always positive so that (3*6.5) is
always greater than a/v * Thus the wavepacket takes longer to
£
traverse the very short length, a, of cut-off guide than it does 
to travel the same distance in the unmodified guide.
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AFor £ > 1  and a).=:UJ9 /(£)2, the expression isX* O I Gc-f X1
(e  -  1)(<? + 2 ) ( ( od /co ) 2 ~ e 2 )<> ^ r / v r 02 o f .*
t(2^2 (<£ -  (co /co )2) 1 ' r ' r v ci o 7
which is positive when
(“c2 /c°o)2 (2 + cr> > er or 
( " / “ c d  > (2 + er ) A r  ( 'bu t < «r )
and negative v/hen
(«0/»o1)2 < (2 + sr)/ er (but > 1)
Thus, the wavepaclcet may talce longer or shorter to traverse the 
distance, a, compared with the time of travel in the dielectric 
fillod^guide*
Whence a is very large, j B/a} and the reflection interaction
time is, from (3*5«6)
tR = 2w( a t e  + (32) / a p 02( a 2 + p2)  (3.6.6)
In the same way as above, it may be shown that, the reflection 
interaction time foru)=0Jo, the carrier frequency may be used to 
describe the reflection interaction time of the G-aussian pulse as 
a whole.
It will therefore be concluded from this section that for very 
short or very long guides, the transmitted and reflected pulses 
respectively are little distorted on interaction with the cut-off 
section and the group times of interaction may be deduced from the 
stationary phase results for to = u> .
3*7 G-eneral discussion of interaction time for distorted pulses.
An interesting point has arisen with regard to the interaction 
times for the very long guide, a a >?> 1. Since the reflection, tR, 
and transmission, t^, interaction times are equal, the transmission 
interaction time for this long guide is given by the expression in
9 8 - ( 3 . 7 )
equation (3*6.6), which is independent of the barrier thickness, a. 
At first sight this would appear unreasonable„ However, when the 
modulus of the functions (c/A) and (B/A) do not remain constant as 
in the previous section, integrals (3.5*2) and (3*5*3) ho not reduce
longer possible to follow the movement of the centre or peak of the 
pulse using the relation for tR, t^ in (3*5*6) when u) = ojo*
interaction time of the distorted pulse could be obtained by- 
substituting this new value of uri in the expression for t^,. Thus,
since is a function of the length, a, so a dependence on this
quantity has been introduced into the expression for the transmission 
interaction time. However, it must be stressed that this expression 
is a first approximation only and has been presented so as to remove
the apparent paradox cited at the beginning of this section. The
transmission time of the distorted pulse requires evaluation of the 
original integral in (3.5*1)*
3*8 Practical application of the analysis.
In sections (3.6) and (3*7) j bhe discussion has been confined
to a study of the motion of the peak of the output pulse, which was 
taken to describe the motion of the wavepaoket as a whole. In a 
complete discussion, the values of the integrals (3.5*1) and (3*5*2) 
must be known but this is not possible analytioally4 However, it
to (3.6.2). The modulus of the integrand C/ k  . f(oo “ L)Q) will no 
longer be centred on the carrier frequency,^, but on another frequency 
u)\ The output pulse or wavepacket will be distorted and it is no
In principle it is possible to find the frequency u)Q 
corresponding to the maximum amplitude of the distribution
u> ). A first approximation to the transmission
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was demonstrated that for a Gaussian amplitude modulated input
pulse, the output pulse transmitted through a very short section
or reflected from a very long cut-off section was negligibly
distorted. The interaction time, as deduced from the stationary
phase method, for (.0 = 0^ , could be used to describe the motion of
pulse as a whole as shown by the shift of the peak. The restrictions
of the analysis are these:
I The modulus of the transfer function, |b/a | or I c/a  I
of the cut-off section is constant or changes very little over the 
range of frequencies considered.
II The range of frequencies about the carrier frequency of the 
initial pulse is narrow and contained within the range < fo <
uj 0 or above 10 n.c2 o2
Whilst a Gaussian amplitude modulated input wavepacket or 
pulse has been used in accordance with the quantum mechanical 
approach, the Gaussian function could be replaced by a similar 
amplitude modulating function, with a similar image function in 
the frequency domain, centred around loq and curtailed to a narrow 
range about this carrier frequency.
In Chapter 4* & practical microwave system is described for 
investigating the interaction of carrier pulses with sections of 
cut-off guide sandwiched between two identical propagating guides 
(figures 2a, 2tQi7))The detecting system allows measurement of the 
time displacement of the peak of the pulse only. Thus the discussion 
in section (3*6) with conditions I and II can be relevant to the 
practical investigation undertaken.
For the very short guide, transmission interaction times were 
predicted, from expression (3*6.4) for the practical system.
r
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Consider for instance, a carrier frequency of 6.02 GHz and fcd =
4.3GHz (WG.14). For short sections of guide with out-off frequencie
7&Hz (a/X = .023) and 7.5 GHz (a A „  = .023) the predicted
transmission interaction times are .018 and .011 nsecs respectively.
In time of travel measurements with undistorted pulses, it was
found possible to measure sub nanosecond times with an error of
,01 nsecs (see figures 27a( 121) and27b(l22)). Therefore the
predicted times above did not come within the resolution of the
measuring system. This, then, will not form part of the practical
inve stigation.
For the very long cut-off section, conditions I and II can be 
satisfied for the reflected pulse. Figures 37 (140) alnd 39(142) are 
graphs of the modulus of the reflection coefficient |b/a) versus 
the frequency, f. For a given cut-off frequency, the curves 
correspond to three different lengths, a, of interposed section.
It can be seen that, for the very long guide of lengths 30cms, the 
reflection coefficient |b/a| is almost constant a n d  unity below 
cut-off. With the 1a6cm length, there is a wide variation from the 
lower to the higher cut-off frequency. Figures 38(141) and 40(143) 
show the variation of reflection interaction time with the frequency 
f . Since the times are within the resolution of the measuring 
system, 30cm long "cut-off" sections were designed so that their 
theoretically predicted times of interaction were in the possible 
measuring range.
For distorted output pulses, the analysis can be carried out 
and interaction times predicted only if the frequency function of 
the input pulse is completely known. This, of course, implies a 
complete knowledge of the amplitude distribution of the input pulse.
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The present measuring system did not give this complete information
and so it was realized before any transmission experiments with
*cut-off sections of medium length were attempted, that/comparison 
with theoretically predicted results would not be possible.
To summarize, the reflection interaction of carrier pulses 
with long cut-off guides will be investigated practically in an 
attempt to compare the interaction times with those predicted 
theoretically in equation (3-6,6). It will be assumed that the 
movement of the peak of the pulse describes the movement of the 
pulse as a whole.
However, the experiments will not be confined to these but 
will be extended to transmission experiments through medium length 
sections of guide whose cut-off frequencies may be above or below 
the carrier frequency. For the non-cutoff interposed section, 
expression (3*5.7) may be used for reflection/transmission inter­
action times and equations (3.4*1) and (3-4.2) suitably amended 
for Yi s j and Y2= j P2*
3*9 Footnote on the quantum mechnioal tunnel efTect.
It was mentioned previously that interest centred on this
tunnel effect in connection with its possible contribution to the
limitation of the frequency response of devices based on the effect.
(35^1967)However, there has been some recent discussion by Thorih;er et al' 9 
in which the physical significance of tunneling time has been 
questioned. They consider the treatment described above as the 
"quasi classical" one, giving a "transmission time". A "transition 
time" of an electron tunneling from a state on one side of the 
barrier to a state on the other side can also be determined. The 
"transition" and "transmission" times are quite distinct* In the
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so called "quasi-classical" treatment, the reflection and
transmission times of interaction of a well defined electron packet
with the harrier can he calculated. To use these times for the metal-
insulator- metal tunneling device, it is necessary to specify which
electron will tunnel or which electron has tunneled or that it
tunnels on one encounter with the barrier. The transition time is
veiy different from the transmission time. Tho nib ©r concludes that
it is the transition time which is the physically meaningful and
characteristic time of metal-insulator-metal devices. However, this
does not detract from the interesting model of the quantum mechanical
tunneling of an electron on an encounter with the barrier. The
tunneling current determined by both approaches are identical.
CHAPTER 4
* 4 0 3 “- ( 4 . 0 )
EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATIONS ^ rgI,Mgj6ECON3) .MICROWAVECi^IER M L SEg
4.0 Introduction
The first tentative experiments to investigate the interaction 
of a nanosecond microwave carrier pulse v/ith a section of waveguide 
cut-off with respect to the carrier frequency are described briefly, 
However, the major part of the description is given to the experimental 
realization of the system investigated theoretically in the previous 
chapter. The results are carefLilly evaluated and compared with the 
theoretically predicted ones where feasible. The chapter itself is 
divided into three parts. Part I is concerned with the production 
of the nanosecond carrier pulses and the -initial experiments. Parts 
II and III describe experiments with the waveguide arrangements of 
figures 2a and 2b respectively,
4.1 (reneration and measurement techniques of nanosecond
les
The generation and measurement techniques of nanosecond 
microwave pulses has been described in detail by Ito^^„ The gated
travelling wave tube is amongst several modulated continuous wave
(37) ( 38)methods mentioned. Beck and Mandeville and DogadlcLnT 7 have
used this method in investigations in the 3 cm, band. Figure! 9 (104 )
illustrates the method of modulation. The pulsing of the beam
forming electrode from a "cut-off" condition to normal operating
conditions for a very short time produces a short pulse of output
e n e r g y  f r o m  t h e  c , w „  i n p u t .  T h e  " c u t - o f f "  c o n d i t i o n  o f  t h e
• 1 0 4 ” ( 4 . 1 )
F i g u r e  1 9 o
! / /
M
time' in nsecs,
J~:S3r’"’tim e  ir r * ~  nsecs.
Figure 19b,
Figure 19 • Diagram illustrating the product ion
of nanosecond microwave carrier -pulses 
by variation of the control grid potential.
with respect to the cathode (after 
Do gad-kin^
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travelling wave tube is produced by a large negative bias. The large
positive input video pulse returns the t.w.t. to its rated d. c,
operating value (figure 19b) and the output microwave pulse is
produced (figure 19c).
As Ito 7 (in 1965) points out, there does not exist at present
commercially available means for observing a single carrier pulse
directly with pulse carrier frequencies much above 2.50Hz.
The principal advantage of heterodyne demodulation, in which
the carrier pulse is mixed with a local signal much stronger than the
pulse peak signal, is that it yields information of both the envelope
or amplitude modulation and the phase modulation. Also, knowledge
of the characteristics of the microwave diode mixer is not essential.
This is not so when a crystal rectifier, used in conjunction with an
R. C. load is used to recover the envelope of the carrier pulse,
g(t) = x(t) COS (c^t + (t ))
This is possible when there is negligible overlap between the speotra
of the envelope function and the carrier pulse. The overall detector
response to nanosecond carrier pulses depends on the phase and
attenuation characteristics of the input circuit and output circuit
and the behaviour of the crystal current sensitivity with frequency.
( 39)Whit ford' has made an experimental investigation of the frequency
response of nanosecond carrier pulse detectors. Inadequate bandwidth 
of the input and output video circuits will give envelope distortion, 
as will any departure from the quadratic characteristics of the diode. 
4* 2 Previous pulse investigations in waveguide
These investigations fall into two categories. The first one 
includes experiments in which information on both the amplitude and
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phase modulation of the pulse is known. In Ito's experiments in 
particular, the dispersion of a G-aussian amplitude modulated pulse as 
it travelled a large distance (^100 cut-off wavelengths) in a 
waveguide was measured and found to be in good agreement with 
theoretically predicted results.
The second category includes experiments in which the envelope
/ 2Q\ ( I A ^only is detected in time of travel measurements, for example' 7 *' 70
To the author’s knowledge, there exist no previous investigations 
of the interaction of microwave carrier pulses with sections of guide 
cut-off with respect to the carrier frequency.
4* 3 The aim of the experiments
The basic aim of this investigation has been to make a time 
dependent study of the interaction of electro-magnetic waves with a 
section of "cut-off" guide. This has necessarily involved using 
microwave carrier pulses (see section (1.3))« The initial tentative 
experiments involved passing microwave pulses through a test section 
consisting of input and output coupling loops in a short length of 
"cut-off" circular guide, shown in figure 20. Recordings of the 
output pulses for various lengths of guide between the input and 
output loops are shown in figure 21 (1C8) for a carrier frequency, 
f =6.275GHz* It did not prove possible to interpret these results 
or deduce time delays for the transmitted pulse; neither could the 
system be described simply in mathematical terms.
However, it is possible to de-scribe the system of figures 
2a, 2b (17 ) and this has been done in Chapter 3» There, the analogy 
has been drawn between the time dependent interaction of electron 
wave packet with a potential barrier, the so called quantum mechanical
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Figure 21. Rectified envelope of pulses transmitted
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tunnel effect and the interaction of a Gaussian amplitude modulated
carrier pulse with a section of guide, whose cut off frequency is
greater than the carrier frequency of the pulse. It was shown that
under certain condition^, this time dependent analysis yielded
expressions for reflection and transmission interaction times for
this pulse (see section (3.8)). From these expressions, for given
values of f ., f 0? € , f and a it was found possible to predict ci c J * r o
reflection interaction times which were within the resol-ving power 
of the detecting system used for the initial experiments. Thus, it 
appeared possible to use the expressions to design suitable test 
"cut-off" sections.
To summarize briefly, the aim of these experiments is to 
realize practically the system described theoretically in Chapter 
3 and to use the results of its analysis to design suitable test 
sections of the form illustrated in figures 2a, 2b (17), Y/here 
feasible, timing measurements on these test sections will be 
compared with the theoretically predicted values. This time 
dependent work will form a natural extension of the c.w. microwave 
analogy experiments of the quantum mechanical tunnel effect of 
and <8>.
4*4. Production of the nanosecond microwave pulses
The range of carrier frequencies of these nanosecond pulses was 
determined by that of the t.w, t. whioh was used for their production. 
This was a Mullard LB6/10 with frequency range 5.95 "to 6.4GHz and 
gain of about 34® for output power of 5 watts. This particular 
tube was chosen for its high gain and Saturation output po?/er 
(10 watts) in anticipation of the signal attenuation on transmission
through cut-off sections. Its typical working potential 
differences and currents under normal operating conditions are 
shown in figure 22b(111 ). During pulsing conditions, the control 
grid of the tube, usually held at 8 volts negative with respect 
to the cathode, was held at 340 volts negative. This effectively 
cut-off the tube. The tube was then switched on by applying a 
pulse to this grid of 240 volts positive. A Tektronix pulse 
generator type 109 with an external 600 volts supply was used for 
this purpose. Figure 23&012) illustrates the pulse from the 
pulse generator. Figure 22a(!11 ) is a block diagram of the apparatus 
used for the production of nanosecond microwave pulses*
In the initial setting up of the apparatus, the t.w.t* was 
correctly aligned under normal c.w. conditions. The grid bias 
voltage was then adjusted for pulse wo riding. It was found 
necessary to adjust both the continuous wave input and the helix 
voltage to obtain a suitable output pulse. A pulse was considered 
suitable when the oscillogram of the detected pulse showed a 
clearly defined, approximately symmetrical outline and a zero 
level baseline. This latter condition ensured that any negative 
overshoot at the falling edge of the pulse was negligible. Figure 
23b(112) shows the rectified envelope of a typical pulse from the 
t.w.t.
Experiments were performed with two types of test section 
and these will be described in the following sections.
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This test section, in which the increase in cut-off frequency 
with respect to the main guide v/as achieved b y reducing the broad 
dimension of the guide, was used to find the times of interaction 
on reflection from its front surface.
It consisted of waveguide ¥0-14 propagating the mode 
(f  ^ = 4o3G-Hz) and it can be assumed that any waveguide or waveguide 
components referred to are of type \7G-14 unless specifically described 
as otherwise.
The output pulse from the t.w.t. was fed into the H arm of a
magic tee section, as shown in figure 24(114). The pulse was
launched into the main arms, L and R. L contained a matched load, 
thereby eliminating reflections from this arm. The pulse, incident 
in arm R proceeded to the termination at A and was reflected,
entering the E arm of the magic tee, whence it was detected and
re corded.
The stepped waveguide unit itself consisted of a 30cm length of 
plain waveguide, with tightly fitting brass plates, P, inserted 
parallel to the narrow wall as shown in figure 25a(l15). These 
plates were also 30cms long, .5cms wide and 1,58 Gms high. Each 
was supported laterally in the guide by three pairs of screws. The 
broad dimension could be further reduced by placing small brass 
inserts, I, between the long brass plates and the narrow wall: 
figure 25b. These were 1.58 cms high and 1cm long. The reduced 
broad dimensions are listed in the first row of figure 26(116) 
with the corresponding cut-off frequencies for the mode in .
input
V
W G  1 4  w a v e g u i d e
v w ~
matchedload
Aincident pulse H R plain
guide 
*— reflected pulse
output
W ave gui de /  co axl al 
transformer
( 4 . 5 )
Figure 25a* The stepped v/aveguide test section - plan*
-I
P
WG14
Figure 25b. The stepped waveguide test section - front view
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Reduced width of 
modified guide 
in cms.
2.45 2.33 2.24 2.145 20 044 1.95 1.85
Cut off frequency
for H . mode in
GH 01 z
6.12 6.44 6.7 6.99 7.34 7.69 8.11
Ratio of the 
carrier and cut­
off frequencies of 
the modified guide
• 97 .92 . .89 .85 .81 .77 .73
Ratio of the cut­
off frequencies 
of the modified 
and unmodified 
guides
1.42 1.5 1.-56 1.63 1.71 1.79 1.88
.. ‘ reflection 
interaction time 
n secs,correspond­
ing to the carrier 
frequency, f . 
(predicted) 0
.32 .19 .15 .125 .107 .095 .083
Reflection inter­
action delay time 
in n secs, measured 
at 25cms(>
.4 6 28 .16 .13 .08 .07 .07
Measured at 34 cms .5 • 32 .20 .14 .11 .07 .065
Measured 
delay time 
in nsecs 
for extra 
18cms path 
length for 
reflection 
.from...... -
modif­
ied
guide
short
circuit
.97
.87
o92
.89
.89
.85
. . .
.85
.86
CO 
CO 
* 
•
.87
.87
.85
.86
Figure 26. Table of Measurements for reduced waveguide dimensions 
ffjjieasured times for f » 5,95GHz.
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the second row. This modified guide \m s followed by a length of 
plain guide and a matched load, (For convenience, the modified 
guide and the matched load are referred to as the "stepped 
waveguide unit".) The frequency of the continuous wave input to 
the pulsed t.w.t. was fixed at a constant value (for a reason 
which will be explained later) in the range 5-95 to 6a4GHz. This 
determined the carrier frequency of the pulse and also to some 
extent the shape and length of pulse launched into the long arm of 
the magic tee section.
4.6 Experimental, _Pro_c_e dur e
This consisted of two parts: firstly, finding the most
suitable position in the long arm of the magic tee section for 
talcing recordings of pulses reflected from the termination, A, 
and secondly, talcing recordings with the test section.
In the first part, several lengths of plain guide were 
tried. Each was terminated at A by a variable position short 
circuit. The pulses reflected from the short circuit in three 
positions, each separated by 2.5oms were recorded. These recordings 
were examined for least interference from spurious reflections and 
constant time difference between pairs of equal amplitude points 
of pulses reflected from pairs of short circuit positions.
It was found that with the short circuit adjacent to the 
magic tee the recordings were quite unsuitable for measurements 
because of an inordinate amount of spurious reflections, while 
those taken at 53->4 ems, for example, do appear suitable.
Thus, while it was not possible to reduce the spurious 
reflections, the measuring position, A, was found such that they
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had the least affect on the pulses being measured.
The second step involved the actual measurements of the 
reflection interaction of the pulse with the stepped waveguide for 
different cut-off frequencies. The following is a typical recording 
procedure.
The short circuit was placed in position at A and removed, then 
replaced several times and the recordings of the reflected pulses 
superimposed. In this 'way, it was hoped to gauge the random error 
caused by changing the termination continually during the course of 
the experiment. The stepped guide unit replaced the short circuit 
for recording and finally the short circuit pulse was recorded again. 
This was repeated for each modification of the stepped guide unit. 
Then, this whole sequence was repeated for a different carrier 
frequency.
However, as this frequency was increased, it became increasingly 
difficult to separate spurious signals from the main pulse signal. 
This is because the group travel time for a given distance along 
the plain guide decreases with increasing frequency due to the 
increasing group velocity. Because of this and the variation of the 
form of the pulse with carrier frequency, it was decided to study 
the reflection interaction of a pulse of fixed carrier frequency 
with the stepped guide for different broad dimensions and not vice 
versa.
It was anticipated from the analysis contained in Chapter 3 
that reflected pulses, which suffer distortion on interaction with 
the cut-off guide, would also suffer an apparent change in carrier 
frequency (section 3*7))# Thus, the group travel time for the pulse
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reflected from the short circuit termination to the detector would be 
different from that of the pulse reflected from the stepped waveguide 
unit* A further experiment was designed to measure this effect. The 
recordings of reflections from the termination at A were recorded in 
the same manner as described previously and were also repeated at a 
point, B, 9oms#, further away from the magic tee section. The change 
in the time of travel for the pulse reflected from the short circuit 
at B will be 2. At. For the pulse reflected from the stepped 
waveguide unit, this will be At + At* where A t ’ is the new group 
travel time for 9cmsa, for the distorted pulse with new apparent
performed on them
This experiment has been designed "to measure the tine of 
interaction of a pulse on reflection from a section of guide, cut-off 
with respect to the carrier frequency." Thus, some point on the 
recorded pulse must be chosen as a reference point for the pulse itself 
and the time position of this reference point with respect to some 
convenient "tine zero" found. The salient point of each detected 
pulse was its peak and in the region of this peak, the recording 
was symmetrical in almost all cases. It is proposed that the time 
position of the peak will be taken as the reference point of the 
recorded pulse. There Is some experimental justification for this 
in the recordings of xoulses reflected from the three closely spaced 
short circuit positions. These recordings show evenly spaced peaks, 
separated in time by the group travel tines, predicted from a 
knowledge of the carrier frequency.
carrier frequency, f .
4.7 Discussion 0f the
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It follows from this that a convenient "time zero" is the 
position of the peak of the pulse reflected from the short circuit 
termination. The differences between the average recorded positions 
of the peaks of pulses reflected from the short circuit and stepped 
waveguide units respectively was obtained. These delay times for 
the various stepped guide units, measured at 25cms0 and 34cms. from 
the magic tee, for f = 5o95 GHz are given in the sixth and seventh 
rows of the table of typical measurements presented in figure 26(116 )» 
Figures 27a(l2l ), b(l22); c(l23) contain graphs of these measured 
delay times for various stepped guide units for three different 
carrier frequencies. The abcissa is the ratio of the cut-off 
frequencies of the modified and unmodified guides respectively.
This should facilitate comparison with theoretically predicted times. 
Also given on these figures are the measured time delays for the 
unmodified pulse over an extra I8cms0 path length and the predicted 
time of travel and also the distance of A from the magic tee. The 
full curve on figures 27a, b and c and the quantities contained in 
the fifth roY^ bf figure 26 give the predicted reflection interaction 
time corresponding to the frequency, f  9 and the ratio f Q-\n 
It must be stressed that a point on this curve does not represent 
directly the reflection interaction time of a pulse but the tine 
corresponding to the particular frequency, f , The penultimate and 
ultimate roY/s of figure 26 list the delay time for the extra I8cms. 
path length for the incident pulse and the pulse interacting with 
the modified section. Figures 28(124) and 29(125) show typical 
sets of recordings for a low and high carrier frequency pulse.
1.4 1.5 1.6 1.7 1 .8 .9
Measurements taken at 
+ 25cms 
x 3^ -cms 
O  54cms 
 Predicted curve
f A i " 1* 38
Group travel time for 18cms:
Measured; *86+ ,01 nseos.
Predioted: ,87 nsecs
Figure 27a, The graph of the reflection interaction
time, t^. versus the ratio of the cut-off
frequencies of the modified and unmodified guides. 
(fo!A o 1 >  for f o = 5.95GHz.
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I Measurements taken at 25cms. 
—  Predicted curve
. 7
•6
.5
•4
^Vk ■*-n
nsecs
• 2
.1
( V fo9 = 1*W
Group travel time for 18cms: 
Measured: ■ .85 + «01 nsecs. 
Predioted: *86 nsecs.
Figure 27b. The graph of the reflection interaction time,
versus the ratio of the cut-off frequencies 
of the modified and unmodified guides T0<j)
f o r  £  =s 6 . 0 5 G H z .
- 1 - 2 3 * ( 4 . 7 )
.1 measurements taken 
 Predicted curve
( f o 2 / £a l )  ;ak at 25oms
V i n
nseos
Group travel time for 18cms. 
measured: *82+ ,01 nseos
predicted: .82 nseos
( V f o l)=  '1*w
Figure 27o» The graph of the reflection interaction
time, t-^ . versus the ratio of the cut-off 
' frequencies of the modified and unmodified 
guides f°r fQ 3 6.35GHz.
Figure 28. XT recordings, taken from the sampling oscilloscope.
of the rectified envelopes of reflected pulses from
a) short circuit positions separated by 2.5cms
b) short circuit (OC) and modified guides of out-off 
frequencies 8.11(p ), 7.34(+ ), 6.7(6 ), 6.4if(£ ) 
and 6.12(J )GHz.
amplitude
t_ytime
1cm 2
.81 nsecs
f 3 o
6.35GHz
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a) short circuit 
positions separated 
by 2.5cms
( 4 . 7 )
Figure 29. Recordings of the rectified envelopes of reflected Pulses.
b) short cirouit (<X.) 
and modified guides of 
cut-off frequencies
7 . 6 9 ( M ,  
6 .9 9 (e  ) ,
6 .1 2 ( n ) ,
The presence of the discontinuity in the form of a sudden step 
in the waveguide will itself give rise to reflections. It has been 
assumed that the reflection and hence the reflection interaction tine 
is the result of the change in propagation constant of the modified 
guide section. This experiment was designed to clarity this point.
The aim of it is to realize the sudden step in the waveguide without 
the change in propagation constant across the step. This was achieved 
by placing metal shims at the position A, followed by a plain guide,
45cos. long and a matched load. Rectangular holes were cut in these 
shims. The height Y/as fixed and corresponded to that of WG-14 wave- 
guide while the v/idths corresponded approximately to the reduced broad 
dimensions of the stepped waveguide units. Figure 30a(127) shov/s the 
shim in position on the plaih waveguide while figure 30b contains a 
table of the reduced broad dimensions and corresponding cut-off 
frequencies. The broken line in figure 30a indicates the cross- 
section of the plain guide. Figure 31 (128) shows recordings of the 
rectified envelopes of pulses reflected from the short circuit and the 
shins, for f = 5o95&Hz. These may be compared with figure 28(124) 
and 29(125) for the recordings of pulses reflected from the stepped 
waveguide units. It is apparent that a measurable tine delay is 
not present in the shin recordings. Therefore, it will be concluded 
that the "reflection interaction delay times" deduced may be attributed 
to the reflection interaction of the pulse with the whole of the 
modified guide and not with the step alone.
4.9 Evaluation of the measuring ^step_^d_Jesuits obtained.
One of the advantages of performing the experiments in WG14
- 1 2 7 -
The broken line indicates the cross-section of the unmodified 
guide, ABCD. The full line indicates the cross-section,
PQRS, of the hole in the shim.
)a* Diagram showing the shim in front of the flange 
Of
Reduced broad 
dimension in 
cms. 2.95 2.45 2.355
2.26 2.16 2.055 1.96 1.8 55
cut-off 
frequency of 
H . mode in 
o1 G-Hz.
5.08 6.12 6.37 6.64 6.94 7.23 7.65 8.08
Pulse
recording on 
Figure 31 * K
-
8
_
T) £ e 6 Y P
F i g u r e  3 0 b  T a b l e  o f  r e d u c e d  b r o a d  d i m e n s i o n s  o f  t h e  s h i m s  a n d
their corresponding cut-off
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Figure 31. Recordings of the rectified envelopes 
of pulses reflected from the shims 
(see figure 30b) and short circuit ( c c ) .
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waveguide was that it allowed the detection of a large amount of 
signal, for input to the sampling oscilloscope. For example, the 
peak deflection on the oscilloscope caused by the rectified envelope 
of a pulse from the t.w.t. was approximately five tines greater than 
the deflection due to the rectified c.w. input to the t.w.t. Also, 
the magic tee system allowed detection of the reflected pulse alone 
instead of the incident and reflected pulses together, as in a probing 
system, with their mutual interference.
However, the main disadvantage of the system was that the 
reflection interaction tine could not be measured directly adjacent 
to the stepped guide unit (see section (4.6))• This meant that any 
change in the group travel tine of the distorted pulse from A back to 
the detector compared with the group travel tine corresponding to the 
undistorted pulse reflected from the short circuit, was unavoidably 
added algebraically to the time which would have been measured 
directly adjacent to the cut-off section. For this reason, the time 
delay deduced from the recordings will be called the "reflection 
interaction delay time" to distinguish it from the "reflection 
interaction tine" proper. The method of deducing this delay time 
has been described in the previous section.
Therefore, bearing in mind the limitations of the measuring 
system and the control experiment with the shims, it can be said that 
interaction delay times for pulses reflected from long sections of 
guide cut-off with respect to the carrier frequency have been measured 
and compared. For each carrier frequency, a quite definite trend 
has been established viz., as the ratio of the cut-off frequencies 
of the modified and unmodified guides increases, the measured
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reflection interaction delay time decreases. This may be stated 
in another way. As the ratio of the carrier frequency to the cut­
off frequency of the modified guide increases towards unity, the 
measured delay tine also increases. Examination of figure 26(116 )
reveals that for the smaller values of f n/ f  . (or values ofc2' c1
fo / fc2 near unity - see the third row) there is a change in the 
group travel time of the reflected pulse compared with the incident 
pulse (penultimate and ultimate rows). These values correspond to 
the more distorted pulses of the recordings shown in figure 28(124). 
For the less distorted pulses corresponding to larger values of . ‘ 
f02/*^ci (or snaTler values of fQ r ) such a change cannot be 
deduced. An explanation of these trends may be found on examining 
the theoretically predicted curves of figures 32(131 ), 33(132) and 
34(133). Figure 32(131 ) contains a graph of reflection interaction 
time versus frequency. Each curve corresponds to a particular 
modified guide and is labelled by its cut-off frequency and also 
the ratio of its cut-off frequency to that of the unmodified guide 
Expression (3*6.6) (deduced from (3*5-6)) has been used to predict the 
reflection interaction tines for frequencies below cut-off but those 
for frequencies above cut-off are not included. It was found in the 
latter instance, that the values of time oscillated greatly so they 
are omitted from figure 32(131 ) for the sake of clarity. However, 
figure 33(132) shows the variation of reflection interaction tine 
above and below cut-off for the modified guide, f  ^= 6.44GHz.
Figure 34(133 ) shows the variation of the modulus of the reflection 
coefficient, j 33/A j , for this stepped guide unit, above and below 
its cut-off frequency, It will be noted that the modulus of the
5 frequency 6 in GHz 7 q
Figure 32. The graph of the theoretically predicted reflection 
interaction time. tR . versus frequency, for guides.
3Qcms long, hut of cdfferent cut-off frequencies, f 2
ZZ] I
6 6.4 frequency 6.8 in GHz. 7*2
Figure 33* The graph of the theoretically predicted reflection 
interaction time, t^. v. frequency, showing the 
oscillatory region above cut-off, (f  ^= 6.44GHz)
Figure 34* The graph of the theoretically predicted
modulus of the refle ctionco effic'ient. fB /a], 
for the modified guide, f 0 = 6.44GHz. and 
3Qcms long.
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reflection coefficient for these very long guides is unity in the 
cut-off range f  ^ < f <  f 2*
From figure 32(131) for a given carrier frequency in the 
cut-off region of the modified guides, for example, f = 5c95GIiz
brackets on oach curve) decroasos, so the reflection intoraction 
time increases. This is in accordance with the measured trend 
described above in this section.
Also, an increase in group travel tines for the lower values
predicted interaction times. A precise explanation of this trend
would need complete information on the phase and amplitude of the
initial pulse. However, it is possible to put forward a qualitative
explanation with certain assumptions. Since the value of the
carrier frequency of the pulse may be used to predict the group
travel tine of the initial pulse over a given distance in the
unmodified guide with some accuracy, it nay be assumed that the
amplitude distribution in the frequency domain has a maximum value
at this frequency. However, nothing can be said concerning the
frequency distribution about this carrier frequency. However, as
(
the carrier frequency was fixed in a particular experiment and the 
modifications to the guide varied, the frequency distribution during 
this tine can also be assumed constant. With this hypothetical 
constant distribution about the fixed carrier frequency, it is 
apparent that as the ratio f ^ / ^ 0-j decreases (or x‘0/ x>02 Increases 
toward unity) more and more of it will be above the cut-off frequency 
in the oscillating region shown in both figures 33( 132 ) and 34( 133 ) •
it can bo soon that as the ratio, f 9 /f (tho quantity inc2' c1>
was found and a discrepancy between tho measured and
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The zeros of the Reflection coefficient |B/A| above cut-off in 
figure 34 occur at frequencies which correspond to the length of 
modified guide, a, being an integral number of half wavelengths.
Thus | B/A | , the modulus of the transfer function of this system and 
multiplying factor for the frequency distribution function is no 
longer unity and it is to be expected that these pulses will be 
disturbed. This is shown quite distinctly in the pulse recordings 
of figures 28b(l24) and 29b(12S’), For these distorted pulses, a 
direct comparison between the measured delay time and the reflection 
interaction tine predicted from a knowledge of the incident carrier 
frequency cannot be made. The increase in group travel time can be 
thought of as an apparent decrease in carrier frequency.
The measured interaction time is the algebraic sun of the 
reflection interaction time and the difference in time of travel 
of the modified and unmodified pulses in the plain guide to the 
detector. Thus, for the distorted pulse, the longer the path which 
it traverses the larger will be the measured delay time. That this 
is so experimentally can be found on examination of the sixth and 
seventh rows of figures 26(1*16) for measurements taken at 25 end 
34cms.
In figure 27a(121 ) it will be noted that the delay times 
deduced for pulses of carrier frequency 5.96GHz at 54* ons are not 
larger than thoseof 25cms and 34cms, as might be expected. However, 
such a comparison is not valid. The measurements at 25 and 34cms 
were made with exactly the same pulse0 Those at 54cms. were made 
with the same carrier frequency certainly but not during the same 
experiment so that other characteristics of the pulse were not the
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same. It was for this same sort of reason that these reflection 
experiments were made with a fixed carrier frequency pulse and 
several modified sections and not vice versa. It will be expected 
that for the larger values of (or smaller T ^ / f ^ )  where
the major part of the frequency distribution will lie in the cut-off 
range, in which \Xy/A \ is approximately unity, there will be negligible 
distortion of the reflected pulse and little difference between the 
experimentally measured and the predicted time.
4*10 Further reflection interaction experiments with long and short 
modified guides
In the reflection experiments, described in the previous sections, 
the length of modified section was 30cms, which represented a variation 
from 6.12 to 8,11 cut off wavelengths for the modifications introduced. 
Because of the attenuation of signal on transmission through a 
modified section cut-off with respect to the carrier frequency of the 
signal, suitable lengths of modified guide used for transmission 
experiments were not expected to exceed a cut-off wavelength. To 
bridge the gap between these transmission experiments with short 
modified sections and the reflection experiments with long ones, it 
was decided to include reflection experiments for modified sections 
of fixed oross-section but variable length, for a given carrier 
frequency. The lengths chosen were 30cms, 3»2cms and 1.6 or l.ho^s 
and a carrier frequency of 5••95GHz. (The 3<>2cms length was used for 
the transmission experiments). The recorded pulses for modified 
widths of 2.45cms (.65 and 2*05cms (.78 ^ 2  ^ are shown in
f ig u re s  .35(l 37:) '3^ ( l;3 8 )" re s p e c tiv e ly  .7
(4 .1 0 )
f0 = 5.950Hz
Figure 35 Recordings of the rectified envelopes of pulses 
reflected from short circuit (<X) and modified 
guides of lengths 
30cms ( p , fo2 ss 6.12GHz) .
3.2cms ("Y , f 2 = 6o03GHz)
1.5cms (6 , fo2 s= 6.01GHz). 
and reduced broad dimension of 
approximately 2.45cms.
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f = 5.95GHz
Figure 36. Recordings of the rectified envelopes of 
pulses reflected from short circuit 
and modified guides of lengths.
30 cms. (p. fc2
3.2cms, (Y, fo2
1.6cms ( 6 , fo2
and reduced broad dimension of 
approximately 2.05cms*
—'i 39— ( 4 .11;
4*11 Qualitative Evaluation of the results of these further 
reflection experiments.
Graphs of the theoretically predicted modulus of the reflection 
coefficient and reflection interaction times versus frequency for 
modified guides of given cut-off frequency and lengths 30, 3.2 and
1.6 or 1.5cms., are presented in figure 37 to 40. Those curves in 
figures 37(140) and 38(14-1 ) correspond to a cut-off frequency 
7GIIz and those in figures 39(142_) and 40(143) to $ 0 2 ^• 05GHz* The
carrier frequency is also indicated on the graphs.
For the sections with f ^  ** 7GHz, it will be noted that the 
carrier frequency is not near cut-off. (The exact cut-off frequencies 
are indicated on the particular curve). With regard to figure 37* 
it will be expected that the distortion of the reflected pulses will 
not be great, becoming greater, however, with decreasing length.
With this in mind and with further regard to figure 38, it is to be 
expected that the reflection interaction times will be approximately 
the same. The recordings of figure 36 bear this out. For the sections 
of width 2.45cms or £ g** 6GHz, the carrier frequency is veiy near 
cut-off. The graph contained in figure 39 shows a rapid change of 
modulus of the reflection coefficient for the shorter sections in the 
region of the carrier frequency. The rapidly oscillating region above 
cut-off (see a similar curve in figure 34) for the 30cms long section 
has been omitted. Thus, much distortion is to be expected as the 
recordings in figure 35 show. Thus the predicted interaction times 
corresponding to the carrier frequency of the incident pulse and the 
measured delay times cannot be compared. However, it will be 
mentioned in passing that the increase in interaction time from the 
shortest to the longest section shown in figure 40 is found
Figure 37. The graph of the theoretically predicted
modulus of the reflection coefficient, IB/A I , versus 
frequency for 3 modified sections of approximately the 
same cross-section but different lengths.
( 4 . 1 1 )- 1 4 0 -
- 1 4 1 -  ( 4 . 1 1 )
4 5 frequency 6 in GHz 7
d  - f g = 6.99GHz, 30cms long.
g = 7.14GHz, 3#2cms
= 7.14GHz, 1.6cms
Figure 38. The graph of the theoretically predicted reflection 
interaction time, tR, for 3 modified sections of 
approximately the same cross-section but different
curve f p inG-Hz. length
in cms
6.12 30
P 6.05 3.2
Y 6.01 1.5
I i i  III
Figure 39. The graph of the theoretically predicted modulus of the 
reflection coefficient for 3 modified sections of 
approximately the same cross-section but different 
lengths.
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4 5 frequency ° in GHz 7
Figure 40# The graph of the theoretically predicted reflection
interaction time, t^« versus frequency for 3 modified 
sections of approximately the same cross-section but 
different lengths.
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experimentally in the recordings of figure 35* However, the measured
times are all greater than predicted for the incident carrier frequency.
This could be attributed to a possible shift to a lower carrier
frequency, resulting in a longer group travel time to the detector.
However, experiments to verify this proposition were not carried out
as in section (4*7).
4.12 Transmission experiments with short stepped waveguide sections 
The detecting system in these experiments yielded very limited 
information and a comparison between theoretically predicted and 
measured results can be made confidently only when there is little 
distortion of the reflected pulse compared with the incident or 
reference pulse. This condition has been observed in the previous 
evaluation of results of the reflection experiments. It was anticipated 
after preliminary experiments that pulses transmitted through short 
sections, cut-off with respect to the carrier frequency of the incident 
pulse, would be very much distorted and that comparison with 
theoretioalljr predicted results would not be possible. However, it 
was felt that this should not preclude their inclusion since the 
primary interest of this work had centred on the time of transmission 
of electromagnetic waves through a cut-off waveguide. (See Chapter 1). 
For this reason, too, the interaction of a pulse on transmission 
through modified sections, not cut-off with respect to the carrier 
frequency, was studied in an attempt to compare the transmission 
interaction times, of only slightly distorted pulses, with 
theoretically predicted times. As for the reflection experiments 
involving long guides, recordings were also made with an extra 9onis 
path length to obtain some measure of the apparent change in carrier 
frequency of the emergent pulse.
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The recording procedure was briefly as follows, with reference to
figure 41(146), which shows the system diagrammatioally: the pulse
incident at B2 was recorded and re-recorded with an extra 9cms long
plain section introduced before B^. This was carried out for the
unmodified pulse and the pulse transmitted through the short stepped
guide section introduced at A^A^. Figure 42(147) shows the composite
recording for pulses emerging from several stepped guide of length
3.2oms units for a carrier frequency of 6.075GHz.
4**13 Evaluation of the transmission experiments
In general, it proved much more difficult to obtain consistent
results with the transmission experiments than with the reflection
experiments. This was because for each recording, the brass inserts
had to be rearrnged and the modified guide replaced in the measuring
arm of the magic tee set-up^ this involved movement of both the
detecting part and the test-section. This was the great disadvantage
of fixing the carrier frequency and varying the modified sections.
Figure 43(148) gives a table of results of the measured time of travel
over the extra 9cms path length for the pulses emerging from various
modified sections. This shows the decreasing group travel time for
the more distorted pulses. The composite recording of figure 42 shows
the emergent pulse to be more distorted, the higher the cut-off
frequency of the section. This is consistent with the theoretically
predicted curves of the modulus of the transmission coefficient
frequency of figure 44(149). For the sections with cut-off frequencies
much less than the carrier frequenoy of the pulse, viz. f 2 = 4*58,
4.85GHz, the transmission coefficient is nearly unity over a large
range of frequencies near the carrier frequency f = 6.075GHz. Little
distortion is expected and this is shown in the relevant recordings.
matohedload
-1 4 6 - 
input pulse ’
\f
(4. 13)
1 2
1 —  1 9cm s 
plain guide
matched
load
1 2
■41
■i input pulse
A1 A2 B1 B2
9oms. plain guide
The modified section was introduced at the point A^  A^*
F i g u r e  4 1  * D i a g r a m m a b l c  R e p r e s e n t a t i o n  o f  t h e  t r a n s m i s s i o n
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amplitude
L  ^1cm 5 .89 nsecs fQ = 6.075GHz
Pulse reoording indicator given in figure 43 
Figure 42. Recordings of the rectified envelopes 
of the straight through pulse (<£) and 
the pulses transmitted through 3»2cms
of modified guide.
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Broad dimension 
in cms.
Cut off frequency
for H . mode in
GH . 01 z
Pulse recording 
indicator for 
Fig. 42.
Group travel 
time of pulse 
over 9cms, in 
nsecso
3.485 4.3 a .43
3.285 4.58 .43
3.085 4.85 p -
2.885 5.2 y .42
2.685 5.57 6 -
2.585 5.8 e .40
2.485 6.05 -
2.385 6.3 d .41
Carrier frequency, f = 6.0750Hz
Predicted time of travel oyer 9cms = .425 nsecs. for the initial 
pulse
Figure 45* Table of JMeasurement s, showing the reduced broad dimensions 
for the transmission section and the group travel times of 
the incident a
1 .0
•9
.8
.7
•6
|c/a |
.5
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.3
V
.2
.1
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curve
5 frequency
Figure 44# Graph of the theoretically predicted modulus of the 
transmission coefficient v.frequency for 6 modified 
sections. 3.2cms long.
of figure 42, The term transmission interaction delay time is 
introduced again to distinguish the transmission interaction time 
measured at some distance from the hack surface of the section, 
from the transmission interaction time immediately adjaoent to this 
surface. As expected the transmission interaction delay times for 
these relatively little distorted pulses agree with the predicted 
values (for values see figure 45a, 45b(151 )).
It will be noticed that the peaks of the much distorted pulses 
occur before the peak of the undistorted reference pulse, A possible 
explanation of this can be thought of in terms of an increased 
carrier frequency. This can be deduced from the change in group 
travel time shown in figure 43048), This would give a larger group 
velocity in the unmodified guide and a smaller group travel time 
compared with the reference pulse over the distance QB. This could 
partially contribute to the effect. However, it is not possible to 
describe the effect of this apparently increased carrier frequency 
completely because of the lack of information about the frequency 
spectrum of the incident pulse.
T h e  t r a n s m i s s i o n  e x p e r i m e n t s  w e r e  l i m i t e d  t o  o n e  s e t  s i n c e  i t  
w a s  f e l t  t h a t  a s  t h e  r e s u l t s  c o u l d  b e  e v a l u a t e d  o n l y  i n  a  v e v y  
q u a l i t a t i v e  m a n n e r ,  n o  f u r t h e r  p u r p o s e  w o u l d  b e  s e r v e d  i n  r e p e a t i n g  
t h e  e x p e r i m e n t s  f o r  o t h e r  c a r r i e r  f r e q u e n c i e s  o r  l e n g t h s  o f  m o d i f i e d  
g u i d e  o
- 1 5 0 “  ( . 4 . 1 3 J
i
- 1 5 1
a  6.57
P 6.05
» 5.57
( 4 . 1 3 )
c u r v e  f c 2 i n  G H z 4 5 a
R
in
nsece
R
in
nsece
frequency
(length of section - 3.2 cms. )
Figures 45a and b. The graph of the theoretically predicted
transmission interaction time, t^. versus frequency.
PART I I I ,  Th e  d i e l e c t r i c  f i l l e d  v / a v e g u i d e  T e s t  S e c t i o n  -  
R e f l e c t i o n  a n d  T r a n s m i s s i o n  e:
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4 . 1 4  I n t r o d u c t i o n
T h e  s e c o n d  m i c r o w a v e  m e t h o d  o f  r e a l i z i n g  p r a c t i c a l l y  t h e  s y s t e m  
d e s c r i b e d  t h e o r e t i c a l l y  i n  C h a p t e r  3  i s  f o u n d  i n  s a n d w i c h i n g  a  l e n g t h  
o f  u n f i l l e d  g u i d e  b e t w e e n  tw o  d i e l e c t r i c  f i l l e d  g u i d e s .  T h i s  u n f i l l e d  
g u i d e  h a s  t h e n ,  e f f e c t i v e l y ,  a  h i g h e r  c u t - o f f  f r e q u e n c y ,  ^  2 * 
c o m p a r e d  w i t h  t h a t  o f  t h e  d i e l e c t r i c  f i l l e d  g u i d e ,  f  ^ a n d  
f  = f  /( e )2, w h e r e  6 i s  t h e  r e l a t i v e  d i e l e c t r i c  c o n s t a n t  o fO I Cd Hl* 3?
the dielectric medium. With the range of carrier frequencies of 
pulses 5.95 to 6.4GHz determined by the travelling wave tube, 
calculations, using the theoretically predicted reflection interaction 
times for a long cut-off section (expression (3.6,6)), indicated 
possible measurable times using polystyrene filled X band waveguide,
4.15 D e s c r i p t i o n  o f  t h e  t e s t  s e c t i o n .
The launching section consisted of a short length of Xband 
waveguide (f 2 d 6,56GHz) containing a movable short circuit and a 
block of polystyrene, also mev-abl-e-. The cross-sectional dimensions 
of this block were that of the X band waveguide and it Y/as *35c^s 
long, A groove had been drilled in it, ,7oms deep and as long as 
the block itself. The probe Y/hich penetrated the groove was itself 
only slightly smaller in diameter (,3cms) than the length of the 
groove; see figures 46a and 46b(J53), The pick up section consisted 
of a similar probe assembly but with the probe resting on the surface, 
The reason for this will become apparent as the experimental 
procedure is explained. The signal picked up by the probe was 
detected by a coaxial crystal diode and the detected envelope 
displayed on the externally triggered sampling oscilloscope and
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a) Plan 
D Dielectric 
D^  Small dielectric block 
G Groove 
H Probe holder
Figures 46a and b Launching section
b) Side View 
L Launching probe 
M Movable short circuit 
P Pick-up probe 
T Termination 
X X band waveguide
T
* Figure 46. The dielectric filled waveguide test section for 
reflection measurements
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recorded. Tho complete test section is shorn in figure 46c(153).
The polystyrene filling the X hand waveguide was milled in lengths 
of approximately 30cms as there was difficulty in maintaining 
tolerances in the milling of pieces longer than this. The termination 
at T consisted of either a movable short circuit (with short lengths 
of polystyrene to maintain its continuity up to the short circuit 
face) or a section of unfilled guide, 92cms long, followed by 7*6cms 
of polystyrene filled guide and a matched load (the latter combination 
mil be called the "cut-off" section for convenience) ,
4« 16 Experimental procedure for the reflection experiments.
In general, the method consisted of the following steps: 
firstly, the location of a convenient time zero on the recording by 
placing a short circuit at the plane, T, (figure 46) and observing 
the pulse reflected from this; secondly the replacement of the 
short circuit by the "cut-off"section and the recording of this 
second reflected pulse.
To obtain a sufficient amount of signal at the pick up, large 
penetration of the launching probe was necessary and the close 
proximity of the short circuit. Movement of the short circuit away 
from this probe (whilst still maintaining continuity of polystyrene 
up to its face) made the pulse incident at P broader and unsymmetrical 
on the falling edge, due to the separation of the pulse reflected 
from the short circuit past the launching probe. It became 
increasingly difficult at the higher carrier frequencies to remove 
entirely this unwanted "ta:il" signal. Care was taken, by making 
PT a suitable length, to ensure that the reflected pulse to be 
measured did not overlap this region of unv/anted signal.
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It was found that penetration of the pick up probe into the 
polystyrene block led to severe distortion of the pulse proceeding 
past P towards the termination so that it was allowed to rest on the 
surface only. Even so, great care had to be taken to ensure that 
the probe disturbed the pulse proceeding toward the termination as 
little as possible.
The large separation of L and P ensured that any pulses 
reflected from the pick up and then re-reflected back from L to P 
were sufficiently removed in tine so as not to interfere with the 
pulse reflected from the termination, T,
The distance, PT, was found as part of the experimental 
technique and will now be described,
A certain amount of difficulty was found in evolving a measuring 
technique, which, with only slight alteration, could be used for all 
carrier frequencies. The following criteria were made in looking for 
a successful technique. Firstly, the form of the measuring system 
necessarily involved the display and recording of both the incident 
and reflected pulses together. Their mutual interference was reduced 
to a minimum by enlarging the distance;, PT, so that their overlap 
was small. Secondly, on the other hand, it was desirable to keep this 
distance as small as possible so as to make measurements of the 
reflection interaction time as near to the front of the cut-off 
section as possible. Thirdly, it was also desirable to keep the 
distance PT small so that there were as few as possible polystyrene 
blocks between P and T, Any unevenness of the milling of the ends 
of the blocks leads to discontinuities of the polystyrene with possible 
unwanted reflections,
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The minimum distance between P and T was approximately 30cms,
For each carrier frequency of the incident pulse, pulses reflected 
from a few short circuit positions, separated by small known distances, 
were recorded. These small distances were chosen so that the extra 
path length introduced by them gave a time delay of the same order 
as the reflection interaction times which might be expected for the 
"cut-off" sections. The distance of the first short circuit position 
from T was varied until the recordings showed pulses of equal peak 
heights and pairs of corresponding points on adjacent pulses separated 
by the same distance. When such a position or a close approximation 
to it had been found, it was considered suitably free from unwanted 
reflections to be useful for the recording of pulses reflected from 
the cut-off sections.
Figures 47(157) and 48058) show recordings of pulses with 
carrier frequencies 6,25, 6,076 and 6.35GHz.,respectively. Short 
explanatory notes are included on them but a few comments will be 
made here. Firstly, for the lowest carrier frequency pulse, figure 
48a shows an almost symmetrical recording of the incident pulse but 
with a "bump" near the base line of the falling edge. However, the 
two short circuit recordings did not overlap this region and formed a 
good pair.
For the carrier frequency, f = 6.25GHz, it will be seen in 
figure 47 that the "bump" on the falling edge of the incident pulse, 
occurs nearer the peak of the pulse. Ho?/ever, the pulses reflected 
from the short circuit positions form a symmetrical pair.
Figure 48b for f = 6.325GHz shows a veiy broadened incident 
pulse, probably due to the unwanted "bump" being vexy near the peak
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amplitude/K
 vtime 1 cm s .95 nsecs. f s 6.25 GHz
7 o
fc2 = 6*^GHz 
a and o - pulses reflected from short circuit 
b - pulse reflected from "cut-off" waveguide
d - incident pulse
Figure 47. Recordings of the rectified envelopes of pulses
taken during reflection experiments with dielectric 
filled waveguide test section.
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f  a  6 .0 7 5 G H z0
fS6.325G-HZ
u iurwgifU
amplitude
*— )1cm s .95 nsecs.
For a, b, o and d - see figure 47
f o2 = 6 * ^ GHz
Figure 48. Recordings of the rectified envelopes of
pulses taken during reflection experiments 
with the dielectric filled waveguide test section.
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on the falling edge. The last pair of short circuit recordings, 
a and c, more nearly approach the ideal conditions and so this position 
was used for recordings as shown above it,
4* 17 Evaluation of the measuring system and results obtained.
There were several disadvantages, compared with the waveguide 
VJG-14 system of Part II, in talcing measurements of the reflection 
interaction times in this dielectric filled X band test section. 
However, its outstanding advantage waa that it realized more 
rigorously in practical form the system of figure 2b and analyzed 
theoretically in Chapter 3 - that is to say that the one mode only 
analysis used is strictly applicable for the discontinuity across 
the dielectrio/air boundaries.
Firstly, it proved difficult to establish a high enough 
signal level at the detector for suitable display on and recording 
from the sampling oscilloscope which was susceptible to a fair 
degree of pick-up. The main source of difficulty in this case was
> S
the pick-up system. It has previously been pointed out that the 
pick up probe rested on the surface of the polystyrene so that it 
interfered negligibly with the pulse proceeding past it toward the 
termination. This resulted in the detection of a small amount of 
signal; for this reason, the launching probe was allowed to penetrate 
the polystyrene almost to its full depth.
Secondly, with this probing system with simultaneous display 
of the incident and reflected pulses, it was necessary to position 
the probe some distance away from the front surface of the cut-off 
sectipn to reduce the mutual interference of the pulses. Thus, it 
was not possible to measure the reflection interaction time adjacent
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to the cut-off guide and as previously, the measured time has been 
designated as the "reflection interaction delay time". However, in 
the stepped waveguide reflection measurements, it was not possible 
to measure adjacent to the cut-off guide for a similar reason.
Thirdly, whilst it had been possible to use isolators and 
matched loads in the YfG-14 system to reduce reflections, this was not 
so in the polystyrene filled X band test section. A lossy load 
with roughly matching properties was used but for the most part, 
it was necessaiy to identify the reflections and adjust the distance 
FT so that the reflected pulse from T was not detected in positions 
of unwanted reflections. This was described in section (4*16)*
Now, assuming that the best possible measurements have been 
made, the reflection interaction delay times for the different 
carrier frequencies have been plotted in figure 49(161 ). The 
procedure for deducing these times from the pulse recordings has 
been described in Section 4#7 °T Part II. The theoretically 
predicted reflection interaction times have also been plotted. It 
will be seen that as the ratio of carrier frequency to cut-off 
frequency of the unfilled section, approaches unity, the measured 
delay time increases, as does the theoretically predicted one* For 
the lower values, the measured times agree with the theoretically 
predicted ones. For carrier frequencies near f the measured 
delay time is greater than the predicted value. This is in 
accordance with the trend for the stepped waveguide reflection
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I Measured delay time 
Predicted curve
2.57
f ? cut off frequency of unfilled section 
0 a 6.56GHz
Figure 49 The graph of reflection interaction time, t^fl versus 
frequency for the dielectric filled waveguide test
section.
experiments (section (4*9))* Following the reasoning given there, 
it can he assumed that as the carrier frequency approaches the 
cut-off frequency, more closely, more and more of the frequency
spectrum of the incident pulse will lie above cut-off and that the 
reflected pulse vri.ll become more and more distorted. This is 
demonstrated in figure 47(157) and 48(158) where a comparison of 
the pulses reflected from the short circuit, (a), end cut-off 
waveguide, (b), show them becoming more dissimilar in height for 
the higher carrier frequency. Therefore, a discrepancy between the 
measured time and the time predicted theoretically from a knowledge 
of the carrier frequency alone, is to be expected.
Further experiments to gain some indication of any change in
group travel time back to the probe from the termination due to 
this distortion were not made as in Part II.
4* 18 Transmission experiments with short unfilled sections
Here, again, as with the transmission experiments for the stepped 
waveguide VfG-14 configuration, because of the limited information 
about the incident pulse and the distortion of the emergent pulse, a 
quantitative assessment of the measurements will not be possible. 
However, they are included for the sake of completeness, with an 
attempt to assess any change in group travel time of the emergent 
pulse.
4o 19 Experimental Procedure
The apparatus was basically that of figure 46(153), with an 
absorbing section at the termination, T, In figure 50(163) X^  ,
X2, X^, were blocks of polystyrene of equal length, x,and C was the
short length, 1,5 cms long, of unfilled guide - the "cut-off”
->16 2 — ( 4 «  • / )
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L  P
b)
°)
Figure 50. Diagram of the test section for the
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section. The time of travel of the original pulse through the distance,
x, is designated by t $ the time of travel for distance x of the
tpulse transmitted through the "cut-off" section by t and its 
transmission time, t^ .
Without the cut-off section between the launching and pick up 
points the ...tine, bf travel is given by
T  ^ CT . . e. oeceo(4#1 9 • 1 )
For the system illustrated in figure 50b(l63) The toTal time of 
travel is
T ^  = t Q + t t  + 2 t Q ! . .  *  ...............( 4 . 1 9 * 2 )
and for that in figure 50c(163) is
T, = 2t + t, + t ! ••o......(4.19»3)3 o t o 
The difference (T^ - T/ yields the difference in group travel 
times over x cms of the incident and emergent pulses. (T^ - T/ +
(T^ - T/ yields the transmission time of the pulse through the 
cut-off guide.
Firstly, the incident pulse was recorded without the cut-off 
section between L and P. Then, the unfilled section of guide, C, 
yjas placed at Lq and the polystyrene block, , pulled along until 
the face ..originally at L^was then at the position, , leaving a 
section of unfilled guide, 1)0, between the blocks, X^  and - see 
figure 50b(l63). The pulse transmitted through the cut-off guide 
was recorded.
The Section, C, was removed from Lq and the gap, 10, closed up.
C was then introduced at R and the face of the block X7 eased forwardo 3
until it was coincident with R. This left a section of unfilled guide
FG* between X_ and Xn.3 4
4* 20 Evaluation of the measuring system and the recordings jpj^ jbhe
transmitted pulses
<6 = m- n r  -»■ i —y - r r ^ i r ' wa a w
Figures 51&066) and 51b(l66) show recordings of the rectified 
envelopes of the unmodified and transmitted pulses for carrier 
frequencies of 5*95GHz and 6.3GHz. For the pulse of higher carrier 
frequency, the unwanted "tail" on the falling edge is present as in 
the reflection experiments. The pulses transmitted through the 
unfilled section are reduced in size and have very flattened peaks, 
which made estimations of the time positions of the peaks extremely 
difficult. Therefore this part of the experiment failed to yield 
results of changes in group travel times. This part of the 
experiments Yras the most difficult to perform because for each 
recording, the apparatus as a whole was more or less dismantled and 
then reassembled. It yo.11 be remembered that for the reflection 
experiments that though the termination at T (see figure 46(153))was 
changed continually through the course of the experiment, the 
launching and pick-up sections remained unmoved. The frequent 
movement of apparatus for the transmission experiments did not make 
for consistency of results. The basic source of difficulty was the 
need for continuity of the polystyrene filling the X band v/aveguide. 
To make estimates of changes in group travel time, it was necessaxy 
to introduce the unfilled, cut-off section at two different points 
between the launching and pick-up sections. When the experiments 
were performed plain guide sections the same length as the 
polystyrene blocks X^, X^ and X^ were not available. Because of 
this, the procedure of section (4*19) was adopted in vfhich small 
movements of blocks X^  and X^ were made. Evexy effort v/as made to 
maintain continuity of the polystyrene but when this v/as not
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am plitude
f  time 1 cm = .95 nseoonde 
*"— > f  2 a 6.56 GHz
I  « i n i t i a l  pu lse  
T -  tra n sm itte d  pu lse  
The tran sm itte d  pu lse  in  the upper record ings o f  f ig u re s  51a) and b) 
correspond to  th e  co n fig u ra tio n  o f  f ig u re  50o w hile the low er ones 
correspond to  f ig u re  50b,
F igure 51 Recordings o f  th e  r e c t i f i e d  envelopes o f  the i n i t i a l  
and tra n sm itte d  p u lse , taken w ith the d ie le c t r i c  
f i l l e d  waveguide t e s t  s e c tio n .
4.21 Concluding remarks
The transmission experiments of the preceeding sections 
complete the practical work undertaken and described in this 
chapter. Evaluation of the results obtained has been made in 
sections succeeding the experimental procedure for obtaining 
them. The author felt that this was the best course since 
interpretation of the results could only be made in the light 
of the method of obtaining them. Further discussion of the 
experiments and results, as a whole, is reserved for the final 
chapter.
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a c h i e v e d ,  a  m a j o r  s o u r c e  o f  e r r o r  w a s  p r o d u c e d .
The aim of this investigation has been to make a time 
dependent study of the waves propagating in a waveguide or 
similar dispersive medium (for example, plasma), whose frequencies 
are in the so-called cut-off range. The very nature of the problem 
has divided the investigation into two parts, the first described in 
Chapter 2 and the second in Chapters 3 and 4.
The first part has been concerned with the evanescent wave in 
an unterminated guide, in which the time average Poynting vector is 
zero for steady state conditions.
With the introduction of a detecting device (for example, a 
section of propagating guide at a point in the cut-off guide) it 
is no longer possible to consider the wave in the forward direction 
alone, as in the propagating case. The forward and backward 
reflected waves must be superposed. This superposition gives rise to 
a non-zero time average Poynting vector in the forward direction.
It is this distinct difference that has led to the division of the 
investigation. into two parts. Since there is a detectable power 
flow to the termination, the experimental investigations described 
in Chapter 4 were performed to verify some of the theoretical 
predictions of Chapter 3.
Because of the difference, no comparison will be made of the 
two situations and this final chapter is also divided into two 
parts. Section (5.1) will deal briefly with the analysis and
~168-
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5 . 0  I n t r o d u c t i o n
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illustrations presented in Chapter 2 while section (5*2) will deal
with the analysis and theoretical predictions of Chapter 3 with the
complementary experimental investigation and results of Chapter 4*
5.1 The time dependent study of the evanescent wave.
Using a Laplace transform technique, the application of a 
sudden electromagnetic disturbance at z = o in an unterminated 
waveguide or plasma has been studied in detail. The restrictions 
have been introduced, which must be placed upon the field components 
at the wavefront (t = z/o) in order that the solutions be electro­
magnetic (that is, satisfy Maxwell1s equations). These restrictions, 
in turn, have led to restrictions on the transform (with respect to 
the complex frequency, s) of the initial condition in the time domain 
(that is, the excitation) at z = o and ultimately on the initial 
condition itself.
Several authors have used this transform technique to consider
the application of a unit step modulated carrier wave to a waveguide
or plasma, cut-off or propagating with respect to the carrier
frequency. Whilst most authors have confined themselves to a study
(14)of one component of the electromagnetic field only, Cerrillo' 7 and 
Rubinowicz^*^ have considered all the components of the field for 
f > f* . However, in this investigation, Rubinowicz's method has 
been successfully extended to the case, f < £*0« This analysis and 
its results have been presented in Chapter 2. It will be briefly 
reviewed here.
It was decided to study the behaviour of a pair of transverse 
components in order to extend the scope of the analysis to include 
propagation of plane waves in a plasma. At a point in the plasma,
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the form of one of these transverse components was specified as the
unit step modulated carrier wave,
f(o,t) = o t < o
f(o,t) = l(t) sin( ^ 0t) t>o,
all other components "being zero. It will be stressed that this is
the form of the excitation taken as the initial condition in the time
domain in the cut-off guide or plasma. There is no reference to the
launching of this signal into the dispersive medium.
Using a particular integration path in the complex frequency
plane, the inversion integrals for a pair of transverse field components
have been evaluated exactly as a function of the time, t, and distance,
z, from the origin.
For given values of the parameters, z/X and fyflf^ , numerical
examples have been computed as a function of the normalized time, o^t.
The exact and approximate solutions have been compared. It was shown
that for large time, the approximate solution could be used to represent
accurately the exact one. However, it was not possible to define the
lower limit of validity for the approximate solutions. For vexy large
time (t i> z/c), the transverse field components reach the steady state
but in this aspect a noticeable difference between the two components
arises. The steady state is reached within several cycles of the
carrier wave for the transverse magnetic/electric field component
v/hose form is specified at z = o, (this is, for the values z/ used
in the numerical examples). This is not so for the derived transverse
\
electric/magnetic field. The time taken for this derived component to 
reach steady state may be measured in tens of cycles of the carrier 
wave. It has been suggested that this difference is due to the
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restricted nature of the excitation of the field at z = o in the
dispersive medium: it was assumed that there was only one non-zero
component at z ~ o.
Previous authors, for the case, f > f , have concerned9 9 o c9
themselves with the behaviour of a particular component as a function 
of time for a given distance, with a view to measuring the degradation 
of the signal on passage through the dispersive medium. However, for 
f < fQ in the unterminated medium, whilst initially a wave is propagated 
in it, the power flow, as given by the time average Poynting vector, is 
zero for the steady state. In view of this property, the study of the 
behaviour of the instantaneous Poynting vector is very interesting.
In general, for a time after the arrival of the wavefront there are 
positive and smaller negative excursions of the Poynting vector. Until 
there is a maximum peak value for the positive excursions it can be 
said that there is a net positive energy flux in the forward direction 
in the medium. After this time, it is difficult to point out a 
definite trend though in particular cases, there is a tendency towards 
the equality of the positive and negative excursions and the time they 
occupy. For larger time, when the steady state is established, there 
will be two equal positive and negative excursions of the Poynting 
vector per cycle of the carrier wave,
A further shift of emphasis was made in considering the
variation of the transverse field components as a function of distance 
along the guide, for a given time. For the steady state, all points 
in this medium of imaginary characteristic impedance oscillate in 
phase. The graphs presented in this context show the region of 
steady state extending along the guide with increasing time for the
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specified field component. For the derived component there is no
appearance of the steady state for the small values of time chosen
(of the order of a carrier cycle).
The analysis has been confined to a particular pair of transverse
components with inversion of integrals having kernel functions, ^(s)
and F2(s). These are only two of the functions contained in equation
(2.3c 2) for the various F (s) « A future possibility is an evaluation
of all the functions contained in that equation. This v/ould yield all
the components of the field excited by the unit step modulated
carrier wave.
Using the substitutions of section (2.12), p = -(§ + 1/£ )/2j 
2 ~and (p + 1)2 = -(I - 1/g )/2j>(p = s/ uj ), the integrand in the 
inversion integral (2.12.6) can be multiplied by the relevant factor 
± l/§)/2jj to give the output functions , where n a 1,3 and 4,
(the case for n = 2 with the inversion integral (2,12,9) has been 
considered in detail* of course). The success of this further 
analysis will depend on whether the § dependence can be expressed as
O p 4 p p
( 'i ~ Y 0 )*" or (§ " 1/ Y 0 )~ as> Xor example, in the integral
(2.12.9) for f2(z.,t),
It is concluded that the shift of emphasis to the study of a 
pair of transverse components, presented in Chapter 2 for f < fQ, 
has highlighted some interesting points,
5*2 The time dependent study of "Frustrated Total Reflection".
In Chapter 3.? "the microwave analogue of the quantum mechanical 
"tunnel effect" has been extended from the steady state consideration 
pursued by several authors to the time dependent investigation by a 
Fourier transform method, In the first instance, a G-aussian amplitude
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modulated pulse was considered. The results of a stationary phase
analysis and the conditions under which they hold are summarized
briefly here. These physical conditions arise from the approximations
which must be made in order to evaluate the integrals describing the
reflected and transmitted wave packets or pulses. Thus, the
restriction on the initial amplitude modulated pulse is that its
image function in the frequency domain shall occupy only a small
range of frequencies about the carrier frequency, f , and for
fo1 < f < ^c2 9 ma3°r °F it is contained within the limits,
fo1 and fo2.
The restrictions on the physical system itself arise through 
the so called transfer functions, |B/A | and |c/a | , the reflection 
and transmission coefficients of the section 6frn<m£~off"! &uidb, placed 
between two identical sections of propagating guide. For a vexy short 
interposed guide, for which c£a <• 1 and [c/Al is approximately unity, 
the transmission interaction time, t^ , is given in equation (3*6,4)*
For a vexy long guide for which a a *> 1 and |B/a ( is approximately 
unity, the reflection interaction time, t^ , is given by equation 
(3 * 6 ,6 ,) ,
It will be noted above that |c/A| and|B/A| are approximately 
unity and independent of frequency. Thus, it is expected that although 
the time delays are cited above, the form of the pulse will be 
unaffected by its interaction with the cut-off section. It is 
postulated that for a similar amplitude modulated carrier pulse and 
physical conditions, these results would also apply.
For the vexy short guide, predicted transmission interaction 
times were found to be outside the resolution of the measuring system. 
This was not so for the reflection interaction times for vexy long
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guides and so a major part of the experimental effort was 
concentrated on measurements of these times. Experiments were 
performed using shorter lengths of interposed guide for transmission 
and reflection interactions but as these involved distortion of the 
emergent pulse, they were assessed qualitatively only.
The method of producing the nanosecond carrier pulses using a 
gated t.w.t. was chosen originally for production of sufficiently 
powerful pulses to pass through attenuating sections of cut-off guide. 
However, during the course of the experiments and the theoretical 
investigations, it became apparent that there would be a shift of 
emphasis from transmission interactions to reflection interactions, 
with the amplitude of the reflection coefficient being approximately 
unity. So, without the anticipated attenuation, a method of 
modulation producing less powerful pulses could be used.
Also, the detecting and measuring system itself allowed display 
of the rectified envelope only of the pulse on a sampling oscilloscope, 
with subsequent XT recording. It was necessaxy to assume that this 
system did not affect the pulse,
/ 7/ \
Ito^ 7 has successfully used a diode modulator which incorporated 
a cxystal diode mounted across the waveguide, to produce carrier pulses 
of about .9 nsec. half amplitude width and variable carrier frequency. 
Using a synchronous detection scheme in which the pulse signal is 
mixed with a very much larger unmodulated signal from the same source, 
he was able to show that these pulses had an envelope which was 
approximately G-aussian in shape with no phase modulation. Thus, not 
only could the shape of the envelope of the pulse be maintained, but 
there was complete information about the pulse.
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With this Gaussian amplitude modulated pulse, a closer 
approach to the quantum mechanical tunneling analogy of Chapter 3 
could be achieved,, With complete information of the input pulse 
(that is, the initial condition in the time domain) and the reflection 
and transmission coefficients of the system, the integrands of the 
integrals describing the output pulses could be known completely. 
However, here again the same difficulty arises as in Chapter 3 since 
these integrals cannot be solved analytically. However, whereas in 
the experimental investigation described in Chapter l\.9 the rectified 
envelope of the pulse only was known, complete information Y/ould make 
the numerical evaluation of these integrals a possibility.
Bearing in mind the range of carrier frequencies of pulses 
available from the t.w.t., test sections were designed which gave
predicted reflection interaction times within the resolution of the
measuring system. These test sections were of two forms: firstly,
a long section of unfilled X band guide, interposed between t¥/o 
sections of dielectric filled X band waveguide; secondly, a long 
section of guide of reduced broad dimension interposed betv/een two 
sections of "unmodified guide (ViTG14)*
It was decided that the time position of the peak was the
most convenient reference time for the pulse. An indication of the 
error involved-in the measuring process can be obtained from the 
results of time of travel measurements. The incident pulse was 
allowed to travel over an extra 18cms9 path length and the difference 
in the time positions of the two recorded pulses was measured. This 
difference was compared with 'the time predicted from a knowledge of 
the carrier frequency and the group velocity in the guide.
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There is a standard deviation of one in the second decimal place in
times which are of the order of a nanosecond. This is also the
deviation of the measured group travel times from the predicted times,
A suitable time zero for measurement of the delay of the peak of
the reflected pulse on interaction with the test section or"cut-off"
guide was found in placing a short circuit at the front surface. The
time difference between the peaks of pulses reflected from the short
circuit and the cut-off guide has been designated the reflection
interaction delay time.
The value of the carrier frequency of the incident pulse, fQ,
has been used to predict interaction times for pulses reflected from
the various "cut-off" sections. These predicted times can be used
to describe the time delay of the pulse, as a whole, only if the
reflected pulse is undistorted by interaction with the cut-off
section. There is agreement between measured and predicted interaction
times for the relatively undistorted reflected pulses. For the more
distorted pulses, further time of travel measurements in unmodified
guide were performed. These showed that the carrier frequency was
no longer that of the incident pulse, f , but had apparently been
shifted to a lower value, f 1, as demonstrated by an increase in the7 o
group travel time.
In conclusion, it/is said that the results of the theoretical 
investigation presented in Chapter 3 have been correlated successfully 
with the results of the experimental investigation presented in 
Chapter There is agreement between theoretically predicted 
interaction times and experimentally measured delay times, where a 
comparison between them is feasible. Thus, the investigation has
-177“ (5.2)
gone some way to answering the question which was posed in
Section (1,2), namely, "How long does it take the electromagnetic
wave to traverse the out-off section?"
Apponrilx A (after Cerrillo^1^ )
System of transverse magnetic and transverse electric 
direct waves In the complex frequency, s, plane 
T a Ho Waves with boundary condition
vx v x 2 +3 ^ > 0  + A  *3 = 0
Initial condition -^3)2-0 - ^3^ -3 (O,s)
- 1 7 8 -
(A . 2 ).
- 1 8 0 -
T„B„ Waves
Boundary condition:
V , , x 2) e3 frvx2) + k! e3 (x 1' x2} = 0
Initial condition **3)2-0 = 0^ B^ (0, s)
r
j 80^ ^
E1 a x "
E 1_ ^ 3  3 ”  | h1 dx^
t 2 2n4•z(s + 0) )/'C
U
(a .4)
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s domain were arbitrary and independent of each other, the s~
transformed Maxwells equations were not satisfied. Thus it was 
necessaxy to find the proper relationship for the initial conditions. 
For convenience, the initial conditions were divided into two types:
Firstly, if A^(o,s) and A ^ zj(o,s) are given as the independent
initial condition and B^(o,s) = B^^(o,s) = o, the field is 
electromagnetic if
( 1 4 )
C e r r i l l o  7 f o u n d  t h a t  i f  a l l  t h e  i n i t i a l  c o n d i t i o n s  i n  t h e
H.| (o, s) =
■1
h
d y -
d x .
H,(o,s) =
E /o jS )  =
Eo(o,s)
0U '3"
_ _ _ _ _
Q x.
\
. s e A3(o,s) /  k
‘2 w "2
These can be subdivided further for 
A ^(o^s) t-  o , A3 (z) s)
 (A.5.1 )
A' ( o , s ) f  k
= o or
A3(o ,a ) = o A
3(z)
(o,s) 4 o
Secondly, if B^(o,s) and B^^(o,s) are given as the independent 
initial condition, A^(o,s) = A ^ z^(o,s) = 0 the fields are 
electromagnetic if
- 1 8 3 -
E , ( o , s )
E (o,s)
H ( o , b )
H0(o ,s )
©
\
i
1t*tah,
ST \
9 X 1  J .
9 e X
§X1J  
ajT
d *  2)
S | i B  ( o , s ) /  k
. (A .5 .2 )
B3(b) ( ° ’k
Again, this can be sub-divided into 
B^(o,s)l o, B3(z)(°>s) = 0 and
B^(o,s) = o, ^3(z) (°;s) f °*
( A ,  5 )
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Appendix B. after Cerrillo0
Restrictions on the analytical form of the s-transformed
initial conditions A ' / x and B* / \— ..— —  3 (o,s) 3 (o,s)
A3 B3
To ensure that the solutions £^ andH^ he electromagnetic,
/ ji i \Cerrillo^ 7 has found it necessary to impose restrictions on them 
at t = z/o, The initial condition, (o,s) or A^ (o,s) is 
considered in some detail and the components derived from this are 
given in Appendix A (A. 1) .
The first step in the derivation of these restrictions involves
proofs of the following two theorems for the function, f (t,k). If 
f(t,k) = o for t<k ..........(B.1.1)
f o for t > lc
and the function and its derivatives with respect to t and k are 
*^ (t) Transformable then:
Theorem I
f^(t,k) = f (k,k) 1 (t-k) + (1/2 Tf j) \ sF( s,k) .exp( st).ds
U O  -joo
Theorem II ^cr + jco
f(k)(t,k) = f(k,lc)l(t~k) + (1/2rrj) \ ^ k)(s,k) exp(st). ds
^ 0 - j a s
where F( s) is the Laplace transform of f(t,k). Using these theorems 
it is possible to show that the field created by the initial condition, 
E/o,s) A / o ,s) will be electromagnetic in the t domain if
£ /  9 ^*2 ^  ^^  ^t z/ c""^ ••oo»ooo*.(B .T • 2)
C 2(x1’x2’ “»*>*, z/c “ = z/o a o
,(s2 + W02)2e2p( -k(s2 + Wo2)5),
£1 (X1 ,x2, z +  t = z/c + +  / T H 2(X1, x2, z +  t = z/c = 0
The next problem is to find what must be the analytical 
structure of E^(o,s) (ortyy^(o,s)) in order to fulfil (B.1.2), It 
will be noted that the above relations hold for the initial values 
of the components at the wavefront, t = z/c. Thus the next step 
involves the adaptation of the "initial value theorem" in Laplace 
transform theory to a suitable? form for the type of function 
proposed in (B01C1)0
Using theorem I, it can be shown that for the function 
fn(t,k) with transform F^(s,k)
= (f> 'r n
limits.j^ a>(s<Ai(s,s)) = = k ..........(B .2.1)
(The functions 3? (s,k), (n = o, 1, 2, 3> 4) listed in equation
(2,3*2)), It is assumed that for large values of s, F^ = M/s^ ,
where M = constant, y= integer.
Since /S^X-p x2, ~ ^ 3^1 x2^
p p* JLA_(o,s) . exp(-z(s +u) )2/c) = F (s), thenJ C O
< (x^  x^ ) A^(o,s) ss E^(o,s)0 Therefore, in order to satisfy
the first condition in (BJ ,2), limit ( sA_(o, s) ) o. Therefore itv s —)oo 3
2is required that A^(o,s) behave at least as M/s as s+co .
Cerrillo further proves that if A^(o,s) (or E^(o,s))is the only 
initial condition of excitation, all others being zero, then
= 0
C 1(x1,x2, z +  t = z/c = °
Since z can be any cross-section in the guide, it can be z = o.
At z = o, since A ^ z^(o,s) is zero, then from equation (A.3.1),
-1 8 5 -  (B .2 )
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I
Then limit (sE,(o,s)) = o s —>co 1 9
and limit (sEn(o,s)) = o s—>as 2. y ''
z© t  = z/c = E2(x15x2, z© t  = z/o = ° if
A3(2)(°,s) = o« Therefore, Hj(x^ x2 z,t)t=z/o “
H 2(x1,X2, Z’t4=z/c = 0
Since the transverse components must vanish at t = z/c, their 
transforms must obey condition (B.2.1). Use of the expressions on 
(Aol) yields the follov/ing condition
limit (A/o.s)) = limit (E-,(o,s))
S-Jco 3 "" S~»QC> 3
— * M/sY where Y^.3o
It can be similarly shown that if 113(0,3) is given, all others
being zero, limit (H-,(o.s))== limit (Bv(o,s))-*N/ where ' s— *co j r s -+cd ' 3
Y ^ 3« This is condition I given in section (2.4)0 Condition II
can be similarly established.
Condition III states that if A3^(o,s) orB^^(o,s) is
given respectively as the initial condition, it is equivalent to
specifying the transverse electric or transverse magnetic component 
of the field at z = o. The justification for this is found in the 
last two equations of (A.5.1) and (A.5.2)
/ ( 0 , S )  a E2(0 ,S ) = 0.
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